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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,
Well, I wanted to open this volume with a joke. The few comedic scripts
you will find herein might bring levity, as should the literary musings,
focused movie critiques, and poems about the age-old self—all medicine
to a regrettably heavier opening.
I believe that this year struck us all as overwhelming. Personal and
national upsets investigated how we communicate. This milieu grew
mistrust between information sources and their audiences. Writers and
publishers should respond—in good faith—to our crises, no matter
affiliation, creed, nor mission. From this response, we must ensure clarity
and grace in the written word.
To couch Forbes & Fifth in this context, we strive to maintain similar
grace. Issues of the state and issues of the heart are something we
can tackle. Here, smallness doesn’t matter; youngness doesn’t either.
Symbolism matters. Even minute tokens hold great value to those who
can articulate it.
Though our editors major in vastly different subjects, we occupy the
same board. Though our authors look at the world in different cockeyed
ways, they occupy the same volume. Though our journal has never been
singular, we occupy the same unity.
I believe that Forbes & Fifth always represents diversity, holding the torch
high. In this volume, we editors proudly display a mélange that is not
jarring, but crafted. We included authors we believed would respond to
sound communication—whether stretching back to antiquity, or vaulting
into imagined frontiers.
And flowery language aside, I invite you to read on. Enjoy what’s in
store.
Happy reading,
Lucas Grasha
8

Letter from the Designer
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the 9th issue of Forbes & Fifth. The journal you hold in your
hands right now took hours of work—from the creativity and intellect
of the writers, to the dedication of the editorial team, and finally, to my
design of the final product.
Designing a journal presents a particular challenge. The sheer number
of voices I must keep in mind are unique, disparate, and occasionally
contradictory. This journal needed to become a home for articles
on reprogenetics as well as pieces on Pride and Prejudice. Photographs
needed to live in tandem with poetry. Once combined, these voices
represent a collection of time, energy, and love that I hope you will feel
while you enjoy this volume.
I used color to create a recurring continuity within the articles and tied
the entire journal together using our beautiful cover art. Using these as a
guide, each article’s art was a graphic representation of its content.
I spent so much time arranging these articles and understanding the
space they needed to live in—I took care to make sure that every design,
color, and choice made sense for the writing within.
Thank you so much to the Forbes & Fifth team for constantly being a
source of inspiration and encouragement. I’m in awe of your work ethic
and dedication to this journal, and I hope I’ve served you well with this
final product.
Thank you, as well, to the readers—I hope you’ll enjoy the work of our
contributors as much as I have.
Happy Reading,
Shannon Pender
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call me laura
after Langston Hughes

Ying--)Tung Chou
The University of Pittsburgh

The professor said,
Let me call you
by your name: Lou,
instead of anything else
from a book on the shelves.
I didn’t know if I could refuse.
I came to this continent just a few weeks ago.
I live in a community where no one looks like me,
nor anyone speaks my language.
I am the alien in my classroom.
The plane which I was on taxied off into the sky,
flew through layers of clouds, penetrated stratus,
altocumulus, cirrus, almost reached the heavens—
then I fell, into this land, this campus,
where I sat in this classroom, witnessing my name being determined.
But professor, please note:
No one has ever called me Lou.
My name is Song Lou, and it is not the same with just Lou.
Not even my parents address me without my last name,
so neither should you.
And America is not so friendly when
I tell her my name in my mother tongue.
“Loo!” she’ll say, and I’ll ask “who?”
“You!” “Who?” “Loo!” “What?” “You!”
And I realize people are saying my name in
some ways they think funny but I find fuming.
The name has put a different label on me
that denies me Greek life, auditions, part-time jobs,
and the rightfulness to love your language,
because my name is not Greek.

12 |Chou

But I like sororities too, and soprano solos during
musicals, and making coffee in Starbucks,
and reading Shakespeare and Sedaris and Stephen Hawking.
I guess my name makes me look more different than
I already am, but my name is not that
little piece of paper you throw away
after you’ve opened the fortune cookie
after you’ve finished your General Tso’s Chicken.
I am not that different from you, professor,
even though you’re named George T. Jefferson Jr.
I don’t know more about you than your name,
and you don’t know more about me than mine.
So call me 宋潞 or
call me Laura.

Credit: I would like to thank my high school alumnus, Laura, for the inspiration
of this poem, and her generosity of letting me use her name in this poem.
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Why do Americans
like Doctor Who?
Images of Britain in the
American Consciousness

Morgan Flood
The University of Pittsburgh

British media—particularly television—

Doctor Who premiered on November

has become increasingly popular in the

23, 1963. It was initially supposed to be a

United States in the last 15 years, with

children’s show with an educational bent.

shows like Downton Abbey and Sherlock

Sydney Newman, the show’s father is

commanding legions of fans since their

quoted in the New Yorker, as pitching the

arrival

Downton

science fiction aspects of the show to the

Abbey, for example, is PBS’s highest rating

British Broadcasting Company by arguing,

drama ever, drawing 10.2 million viewers in

“the essence of S.F. is that the wonder or

2015.i However, this trend is not recent, as

fairytale element shall be given a scientific

Americans have an old fondness for British

or technical explanation […] To do this

TV: Monty Python’s Flying Circus holds a place

there must be at least one character capable

in the hearts of American Anglophiles. Then

of giving the explanation.”ii The time

enters the grandfather of them all, one of

machine plot mechanic allowed Doctor Who

the trailblazers for the present rise of British

to be didactic regarding history and science.

TV in America: Doctor Who. Fundamentally,

Indeed, two of the first three sidekicks—

it is a quirky show about an eccentric,

known within the fandom as companions—

world-saving, time-traveling alien. Despite it

were a science teacher and a history teacher.

on

American

screens.

being possibly the least likely show to have
sprouted a sizable global fan base, with its
bizarre extraterrestrials, low-budget effects,
and general air of ‘weirdness,’ Doctor Who still
found its way into millions of people’s hearts.
The history of the tale of the mad man in the
blue box shows that at least some of what
made it an odd little show that became a cult
favorite. Especially to Americans, the source
of this penchant lies not only in its portrayal
of fantastic, distant future lands, but also in
its appeal to an idealized notion of Britain.
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But Doctor Who did not keep the
educational mission for long. The show
moved towards a pure adventure and drama
as it introduced the iconic, villainous Daleks,
who were decked with skirt-like, polkadotted robotic bodies; whisk and plunger
arms; a central, unblinking, staring eyestalk;
and who wielded genocidal intent. British
fans went mad for the Daleks, particularly
after the “Dalek Invasion of Earth” series
aired in 1964. The series featured the Daleks
rolling all over London in robot-Nazi style,

screaming “EXTERMINATE!” in spine-

seven-season run. Although then still a late-

chilling electronically modulated voices, and

night niche show, Doctor Who fostered a

even calling their plans for world domination

dedicated American fan base so that in 1982,

the “Final Solution” before being ingeniously

6,500 fans attended a Doctor Who convention.

thwarted by the First Doctor.iii More than

viii

12 million people watched that series. Fans

reached its peak, more than 100 American

rapidly bought Dalek merchandise or saw

public television stations carried the show.ix

them on tour, with BBC Wales reporting
stating at their Cardiff tour: “Thousands
of children lined the route—12 deep at
times.” According to the New Yorker, this
phenomenon enabled Doctor Who to air
outside the UK; “Trading on Dalekmania,
the BBC was able to sell “Doctor Who” to
affiliates all over the world. By 1965, the
show could be seen in places as far flung as
Australia, Gibraltar, Singapore, Barbados,
Sierra Leone, New Zealand, and Nigeria.”v

When the popularity of Doctor Who

Surprisingly, it was a PBS station in Iowa
that has continued to air the program with
only brief interruptions since 1974. Iowa
Public Television managed this impressive
feat thanks to local Who fans—Whovians—
who pledged money to keep the show even
after numerous setbacks. Iowans donated to
keep Doctor Who on their airwaves, even when
the production of new episodes was halted
by the BBC in 1989. These Iowans continued
to keep their beloved show afloat throughout

One of those far-off places was America,

the 1990s and 2000’s, even when the Sci-Fi

where Doctor Who aired earliest in 1972 as

Channel tried to gain exclusive American

a syndication of the Third Doctor’s series

rights to broadcast the Fourth Doctor’s

presented by Time Life Television. This

adventures; or, when various cable channels

attempt at landing the TARDIS in the US

began in 2008 to show the 2005 Doctor Who

was mostly unsuccessful,vi reportedly because

reboot. Other PBS stations used the same

the program directors at the broadcasting

funding model to air the show, though most of

stations kept moving the show around in time

them dropped the show after its cancellation

slots.vii However, by the end of the decade, a

and neglected to pick it up after its revival.x

fair number of PBS stations picked up the
first four seasons of the Fourth Doctor’s

In the wake of the 1989 cancellation,
there were two attempts to regenerate Doctor

Why do Americans like Doctor Who? |17

Who. The first was ill-fated and came in the

old fans with its respect for and knowledge

shape of the 1996 TV movie entitled Doctor

of the show’s history; but NuWho also

Who. Starring Paul McGann as the Eighth

appealed to a broader audience by improving

Doctor, it failed to draw a decent viewership

production value and generally making an

in the United States. The low ratings likely

active attempt to gain casual viewership.xv

resulted in part from the movie’s premiere

This iteration of Doctor Who still airs, and

coinciding with the series finale of the

included between four and thirteen Doctors.

popular sitcom Roseanne.xi The film’s plot

A special milestone was the 50th anniversary

did not help: it involved the genocidal

episode, which aired in 2013 and in one

Daleks uncharacteristically holding a trial

day drew a record 3.6 million American

before executing one of their nemeses, a

viewers and 10.2 million British viewers.xvi

Time Lord named “The Master”. It also
included the revelation that the Doctor was
in fact half-human and interested in wooing
human women.xii This romance was explicitly
proscribed against in the classic television
series in the form of the humorously and
frankly named “No Hanky Panky in the
TARDIS” rule.xiii The film’s plot did no favors
to curry success in either nation, as it lacked
appeal to the franchise’s pre-existing fan base.

Though the size of the American fan base
is still comparatively small, it is a passionate
one. Hordes of enthusiastic fans post on
American social media sites, such as Tumblr,
which hosts text posts, fan art, cosplay, and
critical analyses;xvii and Reddit, which hosts
a dedicated Doctor Who message board with
more than 200,000 subscribers.xviii When
new episodes air or news about the show
is announced, the #DoctorWho trends on

The second attempt to bring back the

Twitter in the United States and worldwidexix

show—the 2005 reboot—improved upon

as fans ‘livetweet’ the happenings and share

previous errors and bested the 1996 movie.

their thoughts with friends. American fans

The BBC exclusively produced the reboot,

have camped for days at events like San

and self-described “demented, hardcore

Diego Comic Con to get a chance to see

fans” like Steven Moffatt wrote the scripts for

the new stars and writers as well as US-

the reboot.xiv ‘NuWho’—the new production

exclusive preview clips.xx Doctor Who has even

staff of Doctor Who—more ably retained

become pervasive enough within American
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“geek culture” that a popular NBC sitcom,

with the common British habit of replacing

Community, honors and parodies the program

decayed historic buildings with modern ones,

with a show within a show, Inspector Spacetime.

or remodel the old buildings antithetically to

In this lovingly satirical take on Who, a British-

their traditional appearances. Upon arrival

accented alien travels through space and time

at nearly every new town or city he visits,

in a red phone booth that is slightly too small

he rants about how tragic it is that edifices

for comfort on the inside. Of course, the

from the 1800s and earlier had been “swept

main characters of Community adore Inspector

away in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s to

Spacetime in much the same way nonfictional

make room for wide new roads and angular

American

office buildings with painted plywood

‘nerds’

love

Doctor

Who.xxi

Clearly Doctor Who remains popular with
Americans, but the reasons for its acclaim
are not entirely evident. To understand this,

inserts beneath each window."xxii Bryson
fears the physical history of Britain erodes
because of apathy towards its preservation.

it is worth to take a detour into the writings

He believes that Britain ought to be a

of Bill Bryson, an American expatriate

place where iconic red telephone booths

living in the UK. Bryson’s 1995 book Notes

are common and necessary and laments

From a Small Island provides an uncluttered

their demise.xxiii Though anyone could

view into one American’s ‘mental Britain.’

have predicted the obsolescence of the

This ‘Imaginary Britain’ is a magical place,

red phone booth, Bryson wants to keep

full of cockney cabbies, gas street lamps,

them around because, in his mind, Britain

royalty, power, mystery, and the possibility of

should have them.xxiv This is despite their

hobbits or wardrobes leading to Narnia in a

lack of utility for anything besides sidewalk

way that the United States—a comparatively

decoration. He knows that this Britain is

young, industrial, strip-mall filled place—

one that cannot be, but he still prefers this

cannot

Britain of the mind to what already exists.

perception

be.
of

Bryson’s
Britain

romanticized
is

unrealistic,

perpetuated in media like Doctor Who.

Though Bryson is an American expatriate
who spent most of his life in the United

Bryson presents his Imaginary Britain

Kingdom, he fails to realize that the Britain of

in the shape of his general ire and disgust

ubiquitous red phone booths, double-decker
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buses, and infinite hedgerows hardly resembles

of the United Kingdom may stem from

the real, modern Britain. Modernization has

the news, by media like The It Crowd, Harry

costs, but the benefits often outweigh them.

Potter, Downton Abbey. For this reason, it is

Yet Bryson does not acknowledge this, or

not unreasonable to state that the average

is reluctant to admit that the differences

American’s media-fueled mental Imaginary

between his memories of Britain and

Britain is like Bryson’s: the Britain of

the land’s current state are not horrible.

television, cinema, and books may be the

Bryson still prefers the romantic Britain
in his 2015 book, The Road to Little Dribbling,
with odes to the former glory of the now
dilapidated seaside resort of Blackpoolxxvi
and with wishes that Britain were still as
quiet as it was before the rise of cell phones.
xxvii

He openly admits his longing for the

Britain that only lives in his dreams and

only one they have ever engaged with. Of
course, they know that this romanticized
view of Britain cannot possibly be fully real,
but nonetheless, they, like Bryson, believe
in it to an extent and wish it were real.

I

ndeed, Doctor Who is
positively stuffed full
of pieces of Imaginary

memories: “[The Britain of the 1970s] was

Britain. Many of the Doctors

the Britain I came to. I wish it could be

themselves, as described by

that place again.”

xxviii

Bryson knows from

the BBC, are each in their

experience that the Britain he came to can

own way sketches of various

never be again; he just wishes that that were

quintessentially Imaginary

not the case. If after 40 years of perspective

British people.

and several decades of acculturation to
British society, Bryson still will not let go

It is also worth noting that the British

of his Imaginary Britain, imagine how

themselves have an Imaginary Britain.

much stronger an Imaginary Britain might

Nostalgia and wishful thinking are not

be for the average American Anglophile.

uniquely American phenomena, and the

This average American Anglophile may
have taken a few brief visits to the British
Isles The American Anglophile’s knowledge
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British intentionally project their self-image
in their media. Former writer and producer
of the 2005 series, Russell T. Davies, has

said “there is a desire to make the series

hair and Edwardian suit. He was someone

essentially British,”xxix and that desire is quite

who was sometimes willing to “place his

evident in the characters, characterization,

companions in jeopardy for the sake of his

and settings used. British history and culture

own curiosity,”xxxi but who still had a heart

is used to mark the program’s Britishness for

of gold. The Third Doctor (Jon Pertwee)

the benefit of both British and international

may have dressed in a frilly shirt, but he still

viewers, frequently “[employing] generally

had more than a little James Bond in him. He

well-known locations (Big Ben, the Thames),

assisted a secret military organization, UNIT,

historical figures (Charles Dickens, Queen

knew martial arts, and was “a man of action,

Victoria), and cultural markers (fish and chips,

equipped with a vintage car nicknamed

the Blitz). The common understanding of

Bessie and any number of fancy Bond-like

these references as British allows international

gadgets.” The Fourth and arguably most

viewers to feel ‘in the know’ rather than

beloved Doctor (Tom Baker) had a huge

alienated and imbues the program with

mop of curly hair, wore an absurdly long

cultural capital.”xxx In effect, the British people

scarf, liked to offer his acquaintances Jelly

involved with the writing, production, and

Babies whether they knew that they were

presentation of Doctor Who are purposefully

a British confection or not, and generally

perpetuating the myth of Imaginary Britain

seemed to be an eccentric Dr. Doolittle-esque

via the use of common cultural touchstones

“traveler who delighted in the sheer bravado

and stereotypes to make international viewers

of his adventures.”xxxii He was jovial and

and themselves more at home with the show.

a bit odd, but meant well. The present and

Indeed, Doctor Who is positively stuffed
full of pieces of Imaginary Britain. Many
of the Doctors themselves, as described by
the BBC, are each in their own way sketches
of various quintessentially Imaginary British
people. For example, William Hartnell’s
First Doctor is a cranky old Oxford or
Cambridge professor, with his long gray

twelfth Doctor (Peter Capaldi) is somewhat
reminiscent of the First. The Twelfth has an
air of snark and grandfatherly grumpiness
mixed with a fondness for sunglasses,
guitars, and trying to be cool.xxxiii He is the
Old Oxbridge Professor, dressed up and
attempting to be prepared for a brand-new era.
Finally, comes the unenumerated War
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Doctor, who appears on television only in

working out the solution he often sounds

the 50th anniversary special, “The Day of

more intelligent than everyone else in the

the Doctor,” and in a special mini-episode,

room. He possesses a dry, quick wit,xxxvii and

“The Night of the Doctor,” which shows

a fondness for tea.xxxix To date all 13 Doctors

the Eighth Doctor regenerating into him. He

have been reasonably aesthetically attractive

is played by John Hurt, who embodies the

Caucasian men.xl While the Doctor is

WWII-era British man exhausted with war,

decidedly not a caricature of a British man, he

but who fights anyway because, although

still is outlined by common tropes regarding

war is hard, in this case it is right. The War

what a British man is or ought to be like.

Doctor’s heavy, solemn decision to use
a temporal weapon of mass destruction,
The Moment, to end the Time Warxxxiv is
a clear parallel to the sacrifices made by
the British during WWII to stop Hitler.
The Moment could be considered to
mirror the United States’ choice to use the
atomic bomb to end the war in the Pacific.

Not only are the Doctors themselves a
figment of Imaginary Britain, but their settings
often are too. The time travel mechanic of
the show allows for “the Doctor [to] travel in
three directions: to the past, to the future, and
sideways (for instance, a parallel universe),”
but “[the] future was expensive. So was
sideways. The past was cheap, especially

Furthermore, all the Doctors share in

when stock footage was available. ‘The Time

meeting common British stereotypes. A few

Meddler’ [the last serial of Season 2, aired

of these include Brits being and presenting

in 1965] uses footage shot during a 1949

themselves as highly educated, having a rapier

reenactment to show Vikings landing off

wit,xxxv drinking large quantities of tea, being

the northeast coast of England in 1066.”xli

well-dressed,xxxvi being handsome and polite,

Moving in space presumably caused similar

and commonly appearing in either London

cost problems, so while there are plenty of

or the countryside.xxxvii The Doctor checks all

exciting off-planet and futuristic adventures

or nearly all the above boxes in each of his

for the Doctor and his companions, due to the

incarnations. He has a Sherlock-like knack for

need to keep overhead low, many stories take

solving complex problems and mysteries as

place in various times and places on Earth.

he adventures across the universe, and while
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More specifically, most of the terrestrial

tales take place in various times and places

1879

in the United Kingdom. For example, almost

the show is British, not only English.

every time unfriendly aliens invade Earth
in Doctor Who, the invasion starts in Britain,
usually in London. While this is due in part
to the often-limited budget of the UK-based
show, especially regarding Classic Doctor Who,
it also reflects the powerful Imaginary Britain.

Scotland,xlviii

which

ensures

that

It is evident that in Doctor Who, Britain
is the center of the universe. In many ways,
the Imaginary Britain of Doctor Who is
dominant, as it was in its past, when it was
full of now-gone great figures of British
history like Elizabeth I and Churchill. Some

The choice of London as the initial landing

scholars have even suggested that Doctor Who

point for invasion particularly expresses a

was and remains a means for the British to

“sense of national importance and prestige:

grapple with social issues such as the loss of

if alien invaders deem it necessary to take

the Empire,xlix and the nostalgia-filled show

over the British Isles as a prelude to their

may be a tool to help unravel, consider, and

conquest of the earth, the illusion of Britain

move past these subjects. The shape of the

as a great power is maintained.”xlii This illusion

TARDIS itself is a reminder of the Britain

is certainly well taken care of. The TARDIS

that was but can no longer be but for in the

Data Core, a fan-run wiki, lists nearly one

imagination of fans. Blue police boxes—like

hundred television stories set at least partly

red phone booths—have mostly disappeared.

in London, and about four hundred more
audio stories, books, and comics.xliii In the
2005 revival alone, story arcs from various
seasons feature alien invasions of Victorian
London,xliv Modern London,xlv a London in
which all of time ran concurrently, to the
effect that British icon Charles Dickens did
TV interviews while Holy Roman Emperor

A single quote from one American fan,
Lindsay Breen, says it all: when asked why she
loved Doctor Who, she said, “At the heart of it
all for me, it’s how I grew up believing Britain
was; full of crazy men with blue boxes having
adventures in faraway places or times. This
might explain why I’m an Anglophile now.”l

Winston Churchill rode a mammoth,xlvi
and more. Other settings include the
Elizabethan English countrysidexlvii and
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The Last hunt
Leland Cacayan
The University of Pittsburgh

Those mornings, when we were younger, I bathed my little
brother and felt his bones the way a hunter would feel a
dead rabbit’s: the small vertebrae bulging in his back as he
squatted in the tub. Naked, he bent under my hand as I
roughly scrubbed his brown, rabbit skin. His chin lifted as
I pulled his head back, and I cleaned the arch that formed
from the mandible to the trunk of his neck with the coarse
sponge, the lavender suds falling along the sternum of his
torso, tensing with every unowned movement. Submission
was ritual; his limbs were not his own. I pulled his arms out
to clean them too; I scrubbed out the small cavities of his
pits in a scooping motion, their hairlessness emphasizing
his prepubescence, his rabbit youth which shuddered in the
stark bathroom light as if in the maw of a hound running
in the morning dark; the moon, ambivalent to the hunt,
waning to darkness towards the horizon while my brother
bounds through the shrubbery, the grasses wet from the
congealing mist, the damp dirt barely hiding his scent while
I blaze after my little brother with my instinct to do violence
to him—to feel the sinews of his rabbit body with my teeth
and in killing my rabbit brother, confirm myself again as
hound and him as rabbit.
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My brother stands as I scrub his brown stomach with the
sponge, but then suddenly he forces his body to be rigid.
I feel the tension. The suds fall off, and the lavender scent
enters my hound nostrils as I prowl into a flowered clearing
in the woods where I see the rabbit, still in the darkness of
the oaks, the deep foliage swaying in the wind, but him still,
still like death. His black round eyes track my movement.
I stalk forward. The sudsy water gurgles in the drain, and
I move my paws over his rabbit legs with the sponge, the
hunt nearly done, the bath nearly over, but with him still
rigid, as if already dead; and I sink my canines into his body,
piercing rabbit flesh, crushing rabbit bone, and cleaning
out the suds in ritual, in sacrament, in violent brotherhood
between predator and prey, but realizing that he no longer
tastes like rabbit; his black impenetrable eyes never leaving
my own as he falls from my mouth and bleeds on the tiny
white flowers of the oak moss. My brother, unbroken. My
brother, amorphous and black and beautiful, steps out of his
rabbit body and dries himself before exiting the bathroom,
leaving me alone, soon to be blinded by the morning sun.
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Sulpicius and Sallust
Mortality, Fame, and the Weakness of Human
Nature in Vita Sancti Martini, De Catilinae Coniuratione,
and Bellum Iugurthae

Olivia B. Parks
The University of Pittsburgh

Sulpicius Severus is best known as

Sulpicius’ text as well, but instead are used to

the medieval Latin author who wrote one of

promote his ideals that Christianity is the one,

the earliest examples of a saint’s biography.

true religion. In this way, Sulpicius utilizes

His work, Vita Sancti Martini, served as

Sallust’s historical writing style to promote

the “primary role in creating the legend

immortality via his beliefs and faith in

of St. Martin”, setting the stage for the

Christianity—not the immortality of himself.

literary genre known as hagiography, which
collectively refers to the genre depicting
lives of saints.i Although Sulpicius’ writing
was groundbreaking and unique because of
its subject matter, the Vita Sancti Martini
text hosted striking similarities in the
vocabulary, grammar, and style. The work
was written by the novus homo, Roman
politician and late Republic historian, Gaius
Sallustius Crispus, also known as Sallust.

Looking at the lives of Sulpicius and
Sallust, there are parallel—or what might be
called “conversion moments”—the two share.
Sulpicius met St. Martin in 396 CE at Tours,
France when Martin was a bishop. Sulpicius
was so inspired by Martin and his work in
the church that three years later in 399 CE,
Sulpicius gave up all his own possessions and
built a monastery at Primulacium in southern
Gaul (modern day France) to follow the same

Sulpicius chose Sallust as an inspiration

holy life he had observed Martin leading.ii

for his hagiographic work because the

During this time, Sulpicius wrote Vita Sancti

religious writing of Sulpicius echoes the

Martini, The Life of St. Martin, presenting

political monographs of Sallust, including

Martin “as an ideal of asceticism and

his own interpretations of Sallust’s premises

devotion to God”.iii Critics have commented

which create a thematic focus in Sulpicius’

that Sulpicius’ work “owes much to Tacitus,

text radically different from Sallust’s works.

Sallust and [...] Suetonius”,iv but the most

I plan to show Sallust’s strong influence on

remarkable and interesting connection of

Sulpicius, while also showing how the Roman

these three is between Sulpicius and Sallust.

author utilized historical writing as a vehicle

The connections between these two authors

to connect the concepts of mortality, fame,

is notable because both Sulpicius and Sallust

and the vices of human nature through both

developed unique styles of writing that are

of his surviving texts. These ideals permeate

seemingly unrelated to each other. However,
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after reading both texts it becomes apparent

upon Caesar’s request. With his political

that they resemble each other in numerous

career behind him, Sallust began writing

ways and depict an intimate connection

history and produced the De Catilinae

between the authors and their texts.

Coniuratione and Bellum Iugurthae between

Sallust, born approximately 446
years before Sulpicius, wrote two notable
works: De Catilinae Coniuratione (The
Conspiracy of Catiline), and Bellum
Iugurthae (The War of Jugurtha). These
texts focus on an analysis and critique

44 BCE and 40 BCE.vi In these texts, “Sallust
denounces greed for wealth and power as
evils that are poisoning Roman political
life”, which is ironic considering Sallust’s
own corrupt fall from power in politics.vii
Like Sallust, Sulpicius also identified
evils and vices in his text. While Sulpicius

W

hile Sallust called out
the evils of heathenism

by denouncing individuals who
were not Christian, Sallust

condemned evils in the political
scene.

called out the evils of heathenism by
denouncing individuals who were not
Christian, Sallust condemned evils in the
political scene. Sulpicius experienced a
life-changing encounter with the inspiring
bishop, Martin, who prompted his historical
writing; conversely, Sallust turned to prose
because of a failed attempt to work his way

of the corrupt, political scene in Rome

up the political ladder in Rome. Their life

during the late Republic. Unlike Sulpicius,

experiences of these two authors clearly

Sallust led a far from holy life, holding

led them to historical writing that was

Roman political offices of quaestor and

greatly influenced by their chosen topics,

praetor until he was selected by Julius

or—as in Sulpicius’ case—by the authors

Caesar to be the provincial governor of

from whom text-modeling was taken.

Africa Nova in 46 BCE. Sallust proved
v

to be a corrupt administrator and was
accused of embezzlement while holding
the position of provincial governor, which
resulted in his withdrawal from politics

Not only does Sulpicius model Sallust’s
style of historical writing, but he also embodies
his beliefs and views on Christianity through
the historical figure of St. Martin. This is
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not unlike what Sallust did with writing

Sallust and Sulpicius both stress the

on Catiline and the Battle of Jugurtha,

importance of writing history. However, they

where he could project onto his readers

differ in their views on how the act of writing

his opinions concerning the incompetent,

contributes to the fame of figures or events,

corrupt, and arrogant nobility, as well as the

such as St. Martin, Catiline, and Jugurtha as

dysfunctional and immoral Roman political

well the fame of the author himself. In the

system. Likewise, Sulpicius could embody

opening of the first section of the Vita Sancti

the very essence of his text through Martin

Martini, Sulpicius borrows a phrase directly

– to explain to readers that any religion other

from Sallust’s text 51.15: Plērīque mortālēs

than Christianity was living in errore (error)

(very many mortals) to clearly reference

as a heathen. Sulpicius represents this in

Sallust and his belief that mortālēs (mortals)

several ways through his syntax and word

desire to achieve immortality through

choice. Throughout all twenty-seven chapters

either performing heroic deeds or writing

of Vita Sancti Martini, Sulpicius used the

about the outstanding deeds of others.

word errore eight times. Five of those eight
times, Sulpicius used this word in association
with the error of heathenism. Additionally,
Sulpicius applied the Latin word gentilis
(heathen) fifteen times in his text to describe
anyone who was not a Christian. In every
one of these circumstances when gentilis was
used, Martin was present and consequently
absolved the individual or groups of

The plērīque underscores the fact that
many mortals desired to write history to
achieve immortality if their name lived on
in their written work. However, Sulpicius is
not agreeing with Sallust when he uses this
phrase. Instead, he is criticizing those plērīque
mortālēs who value historical writing merely
for the benefit it has on their own fame:

individuals from the errors of heathenism

quī quidem error hūmānus litterīs

and converted them to Christianity. This

trāditus in tantum valuit, ut multōs

word choice emphasizes Sulpicius’ continual

plānē aemulōs vel inānis philosophiae

aim to present his readers with his strong

vel stultae illius virtūtis invēnerit

belief that the Christian religion is the

(indeed, which human error having

ultimate salvation and way to live a pious life.

been handed over to letters grew so
strong that it found many of empty of
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philosophy or its foolish strength). viii
Sulpicius refers to this motive for

his own motive for writing about history. He
references Sallust’s De Catilinae Coniuratione:

historical writing as error hūmānus with the

Plērīque mortālēs studiō et glōriae

litterīs representing texts like Sallust’s that—to

saeculārī

Sulpicius—only serve to benefit the author’s

perennem [...] memoriam nōminis

fame and notability instead of promoting

suī quaesiērunt, sī vītās clārōrum

ideals and values discussed in the text. A passage

virōrum stilō illustrāssent (Very

from Sallust’s De Catilinae Coniuratione

many mortals vainly having devoted

3.1

themselves to study and secular

reflects
Pulchrum

Sulpicius’
est

bene

exact
facere

criticism:
rei

publicae, etiam bene dicere haud
absurdum est; vel pace vel bello
clarum fieri licet. Et qui fecere et
qui facta aliorum scripsere, multi

ināniter

dēditi

[...]

glories [...] sought the eternal
memory of their own name, if
they had given luster the lives
of famous men with a stylus).ix
Here,

Sulpicius

directly

inserted

laudantur (It is glorious to serve

vocabulary: clārōrum from Sallust’s clarum.

one’s country by deeds; even to serve

However, this same word has two different

her by words is a thing not to be

connotations between the two textsx. Sallust is

despised; one may become famous

referring to the individual author’s fame, while

in peace as well as in war. Not only

Sulpicius is scorning those mortālēs that desire

those who have acted, but those also

only to write history for the sake of their own

who have recorded the acts of others

fame. Sulpicius’ judgment of these mortālēs is

oftentimes receive our approbation).

particularly apparent with his use of ināniter

Sallust believes one of the purposes
of historical writing is to benefit the
author’s

individual

fame

through

documenting legendary people and events.
In the Vita Sancti Martini, Sulpicius
adapted Sallust’s writing style to conform to

(vainly) to describe these mortālēs, implying
that their only purpose for writing about
the clārōrum virōrum is for their own fame.
Additionally, Sulpicius’ Plērīque mortālēs
studiō et glōriae saeculārī ināniter dēditi can
be viewed as a reference to Sallust’s Pulchrum
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est bene facere rei publicae, etiam bene dicere

and of the danger arising from it).xii

haud absurdum est since both phrases signify
that the act of writing history is desirable
and valued, but for different reasons.xi
Sulpicius further adapted Sallust’s textual
style by evoking religious connotations
throughout this section in using words such
as saeculārī and dēditi. In contrast, Sallust’s
writing elicits a military tone with words
like rei publicae, pace, and bello. This tonal
difference between the two texts is a direct
reflection on the difference in subject matter
between the religious writing of Sulpicius
and the political monographs of Sallust.
When
Catiline’s

prefacing
deeds,

his description

Sallust

mentions

of
his

obligation to the reader to only relate
the

most

sections
ut

outstanding
of

and

Catiline’s

quaeque

memoria

interesting
life

story:
digna

videbantur, perscribere (selecting
such portions [of Catiline’s story]
as seemed to me worthy of record)
[;] nam id facinus in primis ego
memorabile existumo sceleris atque
periculi novitate, (for I regard that
event [from Catiline’s life] as worthy
of special notice because of the
extraordinary nature of the crime
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Sallust uses this clever style of writing
to insert his own humility into the text
through an acknowledgement of how
superior Catiline is in the countless number
of outstanding deeds he has performed—too
many deeds even for Sallust, a mere historian,
to recount. However, this added humility can
also serve an additional role. Sallust may have
been aiming to appeal to mortālēs by using
language that overexpressed his own humility
to display himself to readers in a favorable way
to increase his readership and his own fame.
Sulpicius further models his text to
Sallust’s style in the way Sulpicius precedes
his

description

of

Martin’s

actions:

quamvīs nēquāquam ad omnia
illius potuerim pervenīre, (although
much I will have by no means been
able to include all of his deeds)
[;] plūra omīsimus, quia sufficere
crēdidimus, sī tantum excellentia
notārentur, (having omitted many
things because we believed it to
suffice, if only the outstanding
deeds
A

were

grammatical

pointed
similarity

out).xiii
between

the two texts comes from the use of the

first person in both passages, potuerim,

honoris cupido eādem qua ceteros fama atque

crēdidimus,xiv

and ego.xv This deliberate

invidia vexabat (yet the desire for preferment

change in grammar from third to first person

made me the victim of the same ill-repute

could be the authors taking responsibility for

and jealousy as they).xviii Perhaps Sallust is

the excerpts they choose to write about and

explaining how influenced he was as a youth

their choice of inserting a more personal and

in following Catiline’s conspiracy, which

intimate tone to the beginning of these texts

resulted in his own fall from political power

for readers. The change from third to first

and eventual transition to historical writing.

person helps engage the reader not only with
the text, but with the author also. The reader
can then relate intimately with the author.
Additionally, this could signify, in the case of
Sallust, his continual self-promoting efforts
to increase his own fame among his readers.
On the contrary, in the case of Sulpicius, this
grammatical device may serve to enable him to
take responsibility for his criticisms of Sallust
and his individual convictions surrounding
the true purpose of historical writing.

Sulpicius begins the Vita Sancti Martini
with a similar description of his own character,
borrowing this expression of modesty from
Sallust: quia, ut sum nātūrā īnfirmissimus,
iūdicia hūmāna vītābam (because, since I am
the weakest by nature, I was avoiding human
judgments).xix

Where

Sallust

manifests

his weakness by his desire for power and
ambition, Sulpicius is weak because he does
not want readers to disapprove or judge him
for his writing. Sallust is easily swayed by the

Sallust describes his own character as

corrupt ideals of Catiline and politics because

weak for power and ambition: tamen inter

he wants to be accepted in Roman politics.

tanta vitia imbecilla aetas ambitione corrupta

In contrast, Sulpicius is swayed to write his

tenebatur (nevertheless amid so many vices

text so that his readers will receive his work

my youthful weakness was led astray and held

as a moral influence in their lives. It can be

captive by ambition).xvi Not unlike Catiline’s

argued that Sulpicius utilizes this expression

own character, “he [Catiline] is presented in

of modesty to develop parallels between

the ancient sources as a monster and prodigy,

his own character with that of St. Martin’s.

[...] robber, corrupter of youth, [and] traitor”.

On numerous occasions throughout the

Sallust goes on to admit: nihilo minus

Vita Sancti Martini, St. Martin displays

xvii
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modesty and humility, which are usually

culpam auctores ad negotia transferunt (the

followed by divine acts from God in reward

weakness of human nature is accused,

for St. Martin’s acknowledgment of his

and the guilty blame their circumstances).

humility and complete faith in the Lord.

xxiii

Sallust also comments on human nature
and mortality in his Bellum Iugurthae. He
posits that dux atque imperator vitae mortalium
animus est (the leader and ruler of man’s life
is the mind).

xx

If a man has probitatem,

industriam, aliasque artis bonas (honesty,
diligence, and other good qualities) he will
control his own destiny and eventually achieve
abunde pollens potensque et clarus (power and
potency in abundance, as well as fame).xxi
There is a clear emphasis on fame, mortality,
and the qualities one must possess to achieve
it. This is not unlike what readers encountered

Perhaps, this is what happened when

Sulpicius admitted to readers why he did not
to publish his book on St. Martin, quia, ut sum
nātūrā īnfirmissimus, iūdicia hūmāna vītābam
(because, since I am the weakest by nature, I
was avoiding human judgments).xxiv Sulpicius
had a lapse in strength and succumbed to
his fears of being rejected by his readers,
owing to this weakness in his human nature.
Like Sallust in De Catilinae Coniuratione
3.4-5: tamen inter tanta vitia imbecilla aetas
ambitione corrupta tenebatur (nevertheless
amid so many vices my youthful weakness
was led astray and held captive by ambition).

in clārōrum in Vita Sancti Martini 1.1 and

Additionally, there is a relationship

clarum from De Catilinae Coniuratione, 3.1

between Vita Sancti Martini 1.7, and

as discussed above, which further emphasizes

De Catilinae Coniuratione 4.3-4. This

Sallust’s belief that historical writing and an

connection does not appear to have a

author’s notability and fame go hand in hand.

different connotation between the two

Mortalium links to both Sallust’s De
Catilinae Coniuratione 51.15 and Vita Sancti
Martini 1.1, Plērīque mortālēs.xxii Sallust goes
on to claim that men who neglect to rise to
their potential and utilize their talents for
the betterment of themselves will result in:
naturae infirmitas accusatur; suam quisque
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works; it merely serves to add depth and
passion to the texts. In Sulpicius’ opening
sentence of St. Martin’s biography, Sulpicius
states: Igitur sānctī Martīnī vītam scrībere
exordiar (Therefore I will begin to write the
life of holy Martin). Sulpicius utilizes the
first person, future indicative, descriptive

verb exordiar to describe how Sulpicius will

and philosophic impartiality”.xxv Sulpicius

create St. Martin’s story. This is reflective of

was a committed Christian and was very

Sallust’s De Catilinae Coniuratione 4.3-4

much in favor of Martin’s actions in the name

text: Igitur de Catilinae coniuratione quam

of Christianity, resulting in the creation of

verissume potero paucis absolvam (Therefore I

the Vita Sancti Martini which has a strong

shall write briefly and as truthfully as possible

undertone pushing readers to favor and

of the conspiracy of Catiline). Per the Lewis

value Christianity above all other religions.

& Short Latin Dictionary, exordiar translates

Sulpicius may have been intrigued by Sallust’s

as “to prepare a web, to begin to weave”,

style of covering his judgments of the corrupt

while absolvam means: “to set free, release,

Roman political scene with a blanket of

discharge”. These verbs elicit a physical action

supposedly

of weaving or releasing these biographies to

Therefore, Sulpicius adapts and transforms

readers, which generates a more artistic,

Sallust’s pagan, Roman ideals about the use

forceful, and creative tone to these texts.

of history for a higher purpose of praising

Taken together, using the first person with

and promoting Christianity. Not only this,

these incredibly descriptive verbs produces a

but Sulpicius also directly disagrees with

personal connection between these texts and

Sallust’s use of historical writing to increase

the authors, describing their writing in a more

his own fame and criticizes him for this on

visceral way than just putting pen to paper.

several occasions in the Vita Sancti Martini

But why did Sulpicius choose Sallust as
one of the primary models of his hagiographic
text? Sulpicius did indeed study and value
Sallust’s texts due to the strong textual and
thematic evidence connecting the three
works together, but it still begs the question.

unbiased

historical

writing.

as discussed above. Thus, in referencing
Sallust, Sulpicius can both develop and
criticize aspects of Sallust’s work to further
support his message that the belief and faith
in St. Martin and ultimately Christianity
should

be

immortal

and

everlasting.

Sulpicius and Sallust were directly inspired

Sulpicius utilizes Sallust’s unique style

by Martin and Catiline, respectively. Perhaps

of historical writing to achieve a greater

Sulpicius was inspired by Sallust’s ability to

purpose for his text than merely his own fame

preach “party politics under a cloak of grave

and immortality. Both authors introduce
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and develop the theme of immortality by
preserving one’s life through the written word.
Sulpicius is referring to far more than solely
himself when he describes the immortality
and fame associated with historical writing.
Sulpicius is declaring that his ideals will
achieve immortality through the embodiment
of St. Martin as relayed in his hagiographic
text. Sulpicius underscores the importance
he sees in Christianity through the Vita
Sancti Martini by modifying and adapting
the style and thematic material developed
previously by Sallust. Although separated
by almost 500 years, these Latin authors
are forever joined by their common pursuit
of fame—whether individual or collective
beliefs—through the stylistic features they
employ in their respective historical texts.
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pride and prejudice
and the purpose of
marriage
Rebekah Hall
Georgia Gwinnett College

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice is often

to struggle so muchi. Mrs. Bennet would not

lauded as one of the greatest romances

have to actively seek husbands for her five

in British literature. Its comedic structure

daughters. The marriageable women of the

entertains readers with the fluctuations of

novel would not have to debate between

Elizabeth Bennet’s relationship with Mr.

choosing spouses by preference and marrying

Darcy. However, this novel is more than a

for financial stability. There would not be any

simple love story. Although almost everyone

kind of jealousy or competition between

marries by the end of the novel, some of

Miss Bingley and Elizabeth, or Elizabeth and

the women of Elizabeth’s world are not as

Miss King. The premise of this first line in

well-matched with their husbands as she

the narrative opposes the action in the novel.

is with hers. Unlike Elizabeth and Darcy’s

A more straightforward description of reality

affectionate relationship, many characters in

would have been that a single woman in

the story make marriages of convenience.

possession of no fortune must be in want of

The monetary and social stability that the

a husband. The irony of this initial sentence

marriage offers women is more important

introduces the novel masterfully. While

than the compatibility of the spouses. Austen

Austen flips this truth to provide humor in

develops the plot to hint at a more considered

her narrative, she simultaneously sets the

view on marriage. Certain formal aspects

tone for the entire novel and tips readers off

of the work further inform us on Austen’s

to her proposition that marriage is a type

opinion of matrimony. In Pride and Prejudice,

of career for the women in her society. The

Jane Austen uses satire, characterization,

opening line of the novel is an especially

and narrative voice to explore the vocational

amusing statement when read in conjunction

nature of marriage for women in her society.

with Mrs. Bennet’s subsequent scheming to

From the first line of Pride and Prejudice,
the narrator reveals her satirical approach
to matrimony. If it was “a truth universally
acknowledged, that a single man in possession
of a good fortune, must be in want of a wife”
then the women in the novel would not have
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secure Mr. Bingley for one of her daughters,
which would be completely unnecessary
if he was so desperate for a wife. Austen’s
witty reflection on marriage is not confined
to the implication that it is women who need
husbands; it also indicates that financial
situation plays a foremost role in the selection

process. Austen wastes no time emphasizing

frivolous because it is frivolous that it is

her point that marriage is all about economics.

her only option. There are numerous other

Furthermore, the idea of marriage being
less about one’s heart and more about one’s
wallet is repeated throughout the story. The
narrator again employs her biting wit in her
description of Mrs. Bennet as a woman
whose “business of her life was to get her
daughters married” ii. In the context of what
the narrative has already revealed of Mrs.
Bennet and what will further be revealed of
her, this quip seems to criticize the farcical
nature of Mrs. Bennet’s life. Nevertheless,
her incessant efforts to find suitors for her
children are described as a “business.” This
description almost begs the question of what
one would expect to be her vocation and
forces readers to acknowledge that a woman
in Mrs. Bennet’s situation would not have any
professional options available to her. The
narrator encourages readers to laugh at Mrs.

instances throughout the novel of Austen’s
satire exposing the vocational nature
of marriage in her culture. The Bennet
women are said to entertain “very lively
hopes of Mr. Bingley’s heart” before they
even meet himiii. The rumor of Bingley
bringing twelve women with him to his
first ball is a point of grief for the ladies of
the neighborhood. Mr. Darcy is admired
greatly, primarily for his financial situation,
until it is obvious that those riches would
not benefit any of the ladies presentiv. Mr.
Darcy’s disinterest in the women present
is so abhorrent to them because it means
that he is unlikely to marry any of them
and is therefore of no material value
to them. In true satirical style, Austen
makes readers laugh at something that at
the time would have been commonplace.

Bennet to help them realize the ridiculousness

Another way that Austen exposes

of Mrs. Bennet’s “business” being marrying

the occupational nature of marriage is

off her daughters. The negative portrayal

through her characterization. Again, Mrs.

of Mrs. Bennet’s preoccupation with beaux

Bennet’s whole life is about marrying

reflects the greater tragedy of marriage being

off her daughters, and the readers are

the only available means of income for any

prompted to disparage her for it. There are

upper-class woman at this point in England’s

several other characters who are presented

history. Mrs. Bennet’s job is presented as

primarily because of their views or actions
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concerning marriage, and one prime example

dancing to his incessant discussion of Lady

is Mr. Collins. He is undeniably a ridiculous

Catherine—is preposterous. His and Lady

character, and it is easy to identify what makes

Catherine’s views on marriage can therefore

him so absurd. Mr. Collins does not execute

indicate

social norms properly and is consequently

ridiculous. He essentially uses matrimony

the fool of the story. One of his laughable

to get ahead in his career and Austen has

qualities is his vocalization of implicit social

no sympathy for this attitude. We see that

norms, such as his telling Mr. Bennet that he

her characterization of Mrs. Bennet and

practiced compliments for women before

Mr. Collins emphasizes their occupational

he talked to themv. He repeats this mistake

views of marriage relationships. However,

when he is proposing to Elizabeth. Not only

it is unclear whether Austen criticizes them

does he attribute his decision to marry as a

individually for having these views on

response to his belief that it is part of his

marriage or commenting on the condition of

job, but he also claims that perhaps the most

a society in which this is the reality of the

important reason for his proposal is that it

matrimonial state. Perhaps Austen’s opinion

is the “recommendation of the very noble

can be elucidated through investigation

lady whom I have the honour of calling

of a positive characterization in the novel.

patroness”vi. This “very noble lady” is more
than Mr. Collins patroness; she is Lady
Catherine de Bourgh, Mr. Darcy’s wealthy,
condescending aunt. She encourages Mr.
Collins to marry as part of his duty as a
clergyman and tells him to marry a “useful
sort of person…able to make a small income
go a good way”vii. Mr. Collins and Lady
Catherine vocally recognize the economics
involved in marriage, but their opinions are
by no means praised by the narrator (or by
Elizabeth). Everything about Mr. Collins—
from his letter writing to his disastrous
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what

Charlotte

Austen

Lucas

considers

is

most

characterized

favorably as a sensible and thoughtful
young woman, worthy to be the best friend
of the hero, Elizabeth. Charlotte advises
Elizabeth early on about Jane’s behavior
toward Bingley being too guarded. She
warns that Bingley “may never do more
than like her, if she does not help him on”viii.
While Elizabeth laughs at Charlotte and
tells her that rushing into marriage without
knowing much about one’s partner “is
not sound,” Charlotte is ultimately proven

correctix. All of Jane’s misery over Bingley

laughable, Charlotte’s opinion is sensible.

was caused in part by Darcy’s conviction

Austen casts these characters in very

of her indifference toward his friendx. We

different lights, even though their sentiments

see Austen’s admiration for Charlotte in

on this subject are somewhat similar. The

her characterization as a smart woman. In

idea of marriage being a job is a common

addition to her accuracy in assessing Jane and

thread in all three views, but their situations

Bingley’s relationship, Charlotte is successful

and the implications of their attitudes are

in her schemes to swindle Mr. Collins. The

significantly different. Mr. Collins is the most

fact that Mr. Collins is inferior to many

negatively portrayed character of the three.

other men in the novel does not lessen

Making blunder after social blunder, he is

Charlotte’s accomplishment. She is aware

at best silly and at worst slightly malicious.

of his shortcomings when she accepts him.

This characterization is connected to how he

Her thoughts at the time are described as “in

regards marriage as a career advancement.

general satisfactory”xi. Mr. Collins fills a need

Mr. Collins inhabits a very different station

for her. She is practical and sees matrimony

in society than the women of the novel.

for what it truly is to her – not an emotionally

He already has a career and is stable and

fulfilling relationship, but a business deal.

provided for very well. Marriage is not as
necessary for men in this world as it is for

H

is treatment of marriage
as a career move,

without any thought to how

complimentary or gratifying a
match might be, is so odious
because it makes light of
the reality of marriages of
necessity for women.
While Mr. Collins and Mrs. Bennet’s
business-like attitudes toward marriage are

women. His treatment of marriage as a
career move, without any thought to how
complimentary or gratifying a match might
be, is so odious because it makes light of the
reality of marriages of necessity for women.
Mrs. Bennet is also portrayed as a ludicrous
character, but she is not nearly as loathsome
as her husband’s nephew. Her determination
to get her daughters suitably married is in fact
a determination to provide for them; she can
do no better within the restrictions of her
society. This is more critical of the culture
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than of her intellect. She is working within a

overwhelmingly ironic, there are times when

system that may not be fair, but it is the world

marriage is spoken of in more straightforward

she lives in. Similarly, Charlotte does the

and serious terms. The narrator uses unique

same thing for herself. Her characterization,

word choice to reveal the serious nature

although not romanticized or idealized, is

of marriage. When Mr. Darcy becomes

positive and flattering. She reflects the best

initially attracted to Elizabeth, the narrator

possible reality for many women at the time.

tells us that he “really believed, that were it

The satirical humor and characterizations
that Austen employs in Pride and Prejudice
contribute to the novel’s themes. However,
Austen influences our perceptions of
matrimony by using the narrative voice
with devices such as irony, word choice,
and free indirect discourse. The narrative
voice in this novel is typically ironic rather
than serious. This tone betrays the cynical
view that the narrator has of marriage. For
example, before Mr. Collins and Charlotte
marry, they are described as having “a week
spent in professions of love and schemes
of felicity”xii. However, readers can easily
discern that there is no real affection on
either side of such a hasty match. It begs the
question of whether courtships of greater
length can produce more affection, or if
all courtships are “spent in professions of
love and schemes of felicity” that mean no
more than those of Collins and Charlotte.
Although the tone of the novel is
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not for the inferiority of her connections,
he should be in some danger” and later
that he “began to feel the danger of paying
Elizabeth too much attention”xiii. Darcy is
in danger of tarnishing his family’s good
name and losing out on the opportunity
of acquiring greater monetary advantage
through marriage if he involves himself
with Elizabeth. This concept of marriage
being a risky venture recurs throughout the
story. Jane is under painful “anxiety” when
her hopes for marriage are disturbedxiv.
Losing Bingley’s affection also means losing
the security that he can offer her. Mrs.
Gardiner, Elizabeth’s aunt, is “suspicious”
of Elizabeth’s regard for Wickham and
cautions her against entertaining it, since
she knows that Elizabeth’s marrying a man
who is her equal in monetary deficiency
would be highly imprudentxv. The narrator’s
use of words like “danger,” “anxiety,” and
“suspicious” indicates to us the risk involved
in matrimony. In these instances, the narrator

uses serious and straightforward language

the book’s central commentary on marriage.

to describe the nature of matrimony.

Of course, Elizabeth gets the idealized

Another tactic of Austen’s narration is the
use of free indirect discourse. As previously
discussed, Charlotte is a positive character in
the story and she can at times be a mask the
narrator uses to divulge her own opinions.
The narrator slips into expressing Charlotte’s
thoughts and feelings after she agrees to marry
Mr. Collins. It is almost as if the narrator is
reflecting with Charlotte when Austen writes:
Mr. Collins to be sure was neither
sensible nor agreeable; his society was
irksome, and his attachment to her
must be imaginary. But still he would
be her husband. – Without thinking
highly either of men or of matrimony,
marriage had always been her object;
it was the only honourable provision
for well-educated young women of
small fortune, and however uncertain
of giving happiness, must be their
pleasantest preservative from want.
This preservative she had now obtained;
and at the age of twenty-seven,
without having ever been handsome,
she felt all the good luck of it.xvi
In many ways, this inner dialogue of

ending with the man who is rich, respectable,
and loves her. On the other hand, Charlotte
gets the realistic ending. A wedding is not
always the heart-warming event some
like to imagine, since a wedding at times
simply begins a business deal. It is not
glamorous or necessarily fulfilling, but it is
her “pleasantest preservative from want”xvii.
Pride and Prejudice is inundated with
criticism toward the realities of marriage.
Elizabeth and Darcy are the model couple in
the novel, but there are numerous reminders
in the other couples that this goal is seldom
achieved. They marry for love, but not
everyone has that luxury. Darcy marries
Elizabeth because of her merits and his
affection for her—instead of marrying to
advance his career and economic situation,
as Mr. Collins did. Additionally, even
while Elizabeth seems unconcerned with
Darcy’s wealth when she initially rejects and
eventually accepts him, there is no avoiding
how advantageous a match it is for her. Not
only has she provided for herself, but she is
also able to support her sister. It is obvious
that Elizabeth is the narrator’s favorite and
that her marriage is the ideal. This supremacy

Charlotte’s that the narrator relates to us is
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of such an unusual marriage for love indicates
that this is what Austen wishes could be the
reality. However, she is honest enough to
emphasize that it is by no means an everyday
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Humor Me:
Language Ideologies Embedded within
Nonstandard Subtitles

e

e

Mariah Flanagan
The University of Pittsburgh

Subtitles

widely

In their standard form, subtitles are

accepted forms of language translation in

present for the utilitarian purpose of

films and other video-related media in the

translation of on-screen speech or text.

Western world, predominantly in America.

They are not a stand-alone source of humor.

Any on-screen manipulation of subtitles

Because subtitles relate directly to language

or usage that is not standard to subtitling is

and its subcategories (lexicon, grammar, slang

commonly done to create humor. Standard

use), the American tendency of subjugating

subtitles are meant to be nondescript. They

and categorizing people into hierarchical

are displayed in a way that attempts not to

classes based off their grasp of English

detract from the scene, meant as aids for

becomes evident. Terrence G. Wiley and

understanding a character that speaks a

Marguerite Lukes’s article, “English-Only

different language or otherwise would not

and Standard English Ideologies in the U.S.”,

be understood by the intended audience;

analyzes multiple “assumptions underlying

they are meant to be ignored if possible,

dominant U.S. ideologies regarding language

only used when comprehension of the

diversity” including the monolingual ideology

scene depends on them. This paper will

and the ideology of standard languagei. The

dissect two transcripts of Internet videos

first of Wiley and Lukes’s ideologies is the

that manipulate subtitles to create this novel

ideology of English monolinguism, which

humor. From this close analysis, it will be

“sees English monolingualism as a normal

determined how the subtitles in these videos

– if not ideal – condition”ii. Monolingualism

can be used as a vital instrument to discuss

is the idea that only one language should

key language ideologies (generally-accepted

be spoken in a given country. This is

assumptions about language) possessed

currently a sizable movement in popular

by

and political culture around the U.S.

major

are

standard

English-speaking

and

countries.¹

The second ideology explored by
1. Although English is the primary language of over 35 countries and provinces
around the world, this paper will focus on
and refer primarily to the “English-speaking countries” of the United States, the
United Kingdom, Canada, and Australia.
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Wiley and Lukes is the standard language
ideology, which is “used to position
speakers of different varieties of the same
language within a social hierarchy”iii. This

ideology subjugates speakers of a language

spoken or written, but usually the former)

(even speakers of the “ideal” language of

into a textual language that is assumed to be

a country suggested by their preference

more understandable by the target audience;

in monolingualism) if they do not speak

other times they are used to clarify an

the exact standard of that language. They

utterance that is not aligned with a standard

cannot have an accent, be part of a regional

use of the target language (if, for examples,

dialect, use a grammar variant, or speak using

the speaker is accented or uses a regional

unusual slang. Combined, these ideologies

or cultural dialect). Notice how these both

create a tightly wound ball: to complete a

use coincide with the linguistic ideologies

conversation without suspicion, an individual

by Wiley and Lukes described above. Most

in a given country, particularly the U.S., must

Western audiences are accustomed to a

both speak the premier language of that

specific ideology of subtitles as utilitarian,

country and speak it unaccented. (Note that

simple, monochromatic, and not overly

even some groups born and raised in the U.S.

emotive. Subtitles are there to guide

do not fit both these criteria.) Both of these

audiences through language barriers; they are

ideologies relate back to social hierarchies,

an additive element, not one that is part of

national unity, and cultural superiority.

the main action of a sequence or noticeable

Here, the term “ideology” adheres to

by the characters within a sequence.

Warren Olivo’s practice of it in “Quit Talking

The widespread adherence to both

and Learn English!” using it in a “neutral

the monolinguism and standard language

sense… to refer to the particular beliefs

mindsets bolsters the legitimacy of superiority

held by social groups”iv instead of using it

theories in social constructs. The superiority

politically as with religious or other particular

theory of humor claims laughter is “an

concepts. In this way, standard usage of

expression of a person’s feelings of superiority

subtitles could also constitute as an ideology.

over others,” and can also be traced back

Throughout Western cinematic history,

to the writings of Plato and Aristotlev. The

subtitles have been placed on a recording of

superiority theory is not a general theory of

an action or dialogue. Most times they are

humor, but it asserts that many times (in both

used to translate a foreign language (either

Western and non-Western settings) we laugh
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because we find the subject to be inferior to
us and/or to the person responsible for the
joke. Writer Albert Rapp suggests this theory
of humor is equivalent of ancestral men
giving a “roar of triumph in an ancient jungle
duel”vi, both vocal, public acknowledgements
of

a

recognition

of

superior

status.

the depictions of the physical characters.
Thus, breaking the fourth wall of a
sequence through the personification of
otherwise standard subtitling allows us to
take a critical look at English language-based
ideologies and their subsequent influence on
social concepts, such as the superiority theory

Situations in which subtitles break from

of humor. The example transcripts below will

their standard use are termed breaking the

assist in a discussion on what happens when

fourth wall. This is an expression used in

subtitles are no longer a secondary, utilitarian

cinema and theatre when actors talk directly

element of a scene. In these examples, actors

to or reference the audience in some way. This

are aware of their presence, which breaks

effectively removes the normally sacred and

down the wall keeping the audience and the

untouchable barrier between the theatrical

actors in separate spheres. Up until this point,

world one is watching and the “real” world

the subtitles were in a limbo—separated from

one is invii. The cases examined in this paper

the actor’s universe but not truly part of the

have a form of this concept. However,

audience’s. Now, they link them together.

instead of breaking the wall that leads them
toward the audience and interacting with
them, they are breaking into the setup of
their very act. This barrier is normally just
as sacred and untouchable as the fourth wall.
These subtitles “become an intimate part of
the film itself,” no longer existing “merely
as a transposition or superimposition”viii.
With that barrier broken, the subtitles seem
to transform into a character themselves
– not a physical being, but an omnipresent
one that allows a greater contemplation into
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The first case study to highlight this
concept is a transcript from a short sketch
of an episode of the short-lived Australian
sketch comedy television series, skitHOUSE,
which ran from 2003-2004. In October
2004, the sketch appeared on YouTube
from a source unaffiliated with skitHOUSE
under the title News from Iraq. There are at
least ten YouTube channels that posted the
video and very few mention the sketch’s
source. The three characters speak in
English: the reporter with a light Australian

accent and the terrorists with heavy Iraqi
accents.

The transcript² is as follows:

REPORTER: Once a stronghold of
forces loyal to captured dictator Saddam
Hussein, the city of Tikrit, here in
Northern Iraq, is now firmly under the

University in Cairo.
R: Well, obviously, I can understand what
you’re saying...
TA: Oh... you... you see how they
condescend to us / with their subtitles.

control of American forces. Or is it?

TERRORIST B: Oh... Maybe it’s teletext,

These members of the Iraqi Resistance

you know, for the hearing-impaired...

Movement, still loyal to Saddam Hussein,

[TB pats shoulder of TA]

think otherwise.
TA: Ohh...teletext!
TERRORIST A: The Americans tell lies.
/ Each day our forces grow stronger, /

TB: No, a lot of TV’s come with teletext

each day we move closer to our goal / of

nowadays—

driving the infidel... / Wh...what are they?

TA: Wai...wait. / Say something again.

R: Nothing. Carry on.

TB: My friend has a—

TA: …ah…driving the infidels from our

TA: Hey!! How come he doesn’t need

motherland. / We are not afraid to / …

subtitles?

are they subtitles? Th...they are, aren’t
they?
R: No.
TA: What do I need subtitles for? / Can’t

R: Well, obviously he’s comprehensible.
TA: Whaaa…and I’m not?
R: Look...

you understand what I’m saying? / I

TA: I speak perfect English. / She sells

studied English at the bloody / American

sea shells / by the sea shore. / Peter

2. This is a direct transcription of the Reporter and Terrorist B’s spoken lines and Terrorist A’s lines (spoken and subtitled as they are
the same). The lines from Terrorist A are sectioned by a virgule ( / ) to reflect the sectioning of his subtitles as they appear on-screen.

piper picked a peck / of pickled peppers.
/ Round the ragged rocks / the ra... /
dooorrghhh.
[storms off-screen]
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R: The situation remains as dangerous and

individualism – and other social ideologies

volatile as ever, here in Northern Iraq.

that link to the abovementioned linguistic

While the rebuilding continues...

ideologiesx.

These

ideologies

reinforce

any notions Westerners have about feeling

[TA reappears in background of video]

“superior” to this Orientalized Other.

TA: What? What? / I can’t understand

These men are not individuals, which

you! / Speak English! / Where are your

is generally seen as a pitiable or inferior

subtitles? / Oooh! You think you’re

quality in Western nations, thus calling to

so good! / Look at me. / I don’t need

attention the superiority theory of humor.

subtitles.

W

R: Terry Downs, Iraq.

hether the subtitle is
present because of a

foreign language or a difficult

TA: SHUTUP!!!!!

dialect, the producers of the

[video ends]ix

subtitled film or video have

At first, the terrorists act as some

set up a marker of linguistic

Westerners may have come to suppose is

ideologies. The viewer does not

“normal” of Middle Eastern terrorists,

get to decide; it is decided for

garnered

from

threatening

videos

of

them.

years prior. Terrorist A begins as a (highly
stereotyped) characterization of a terrorist

From the beginning, the presence of

with his covered head, only dark facial

the subtitles, even in standard form, helps

hair visible, and a monotone voice. This is

differentiate the “Us” from the “Other.”

everything Westerners want to see terrorists

Curti discusses York professor Ian Balfour’s

as: robotic, not individual, not human. Since

position on this concept, claiming, “Subtitles

Americans especially prize individualism,

are the marks of difference, the written

these “terrorists” are immediately deemed

words that visibly render the voice of another

un-American, un-Western, and due to that,

language, and in such a way as to render the

somewhat inferior. Wiley and Lukes discuss

original foreign from the very start”xi. The

this general ideology – the ideology of

presence of a subtitle is an indication that
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you, as an audience, are not expected to

he has broken the fourth wall. Not only are

linguistically understand what is about to be

we, as viewers, at least subconsciously aware

spoken. It suggests something unlike you –

of his inferiority, he is now aware, too. The

something or someone you would be unable

subtitles are now extremely important and

to converse with, thus someone you most

begin to work as a tangible element or prop

likely do not see daily. Whether the subtitle

in the sketch. They are now a perceptible part

is present because of a foreign language

of the scene to everyone involved both within

or a difficult dialect, the producers of the

the scene and for the audience. At one point,

subtitled film or video have set up a marker

Terrorist A groans, “Oh... you... you see how

of linguistic ideologies. The viewer does not

they condescend to us / with their subtitles,”

get to decide; it is decided for them. In News

vocally admitting to the existence of prejudice

from Iraq, this Otherness and ideologies are

by ideological standards of English. Even

indicated immediately. He is clearly speaking

though he is of, presumably, Iraqi descent

English. His grammar and vocabulary are

and upbringing, he miraculously knows of

those of English-speaking countries. Still,

and believes in the existence of a linguistic

some vocabulary is slightly unusual to the

subjugation based on the linguistic ideologies

“Us”—the intended audience of the video—

of monolingualism and standard language.

and his accent is pronounced (although

At another point, Terrorist A yells, “Speak

not too heavy to be incomprehensible).

English!” at the reporter, in mock of the

In fact, part of the humor of the sketch

phrase that has popularized itself throughout

is that he truly is rather comprehensible.

the U.S. and possibly other English-speaking

His English is good, but not perfect; it

countries: “This is America; speak English!”

is clear he will never be able to achieve an

Sentiments like these reveal a hierarchical

idealistic,

superiority not only of languages, but of

unaccented

standard

dialect.

The line “…are they subtitles?” is the first

social and ethnic groups as well. These

tangible switch in power. Before this point,
he was only considered “lesser” because
he had subtitles, a mostly automatic and
subconscious assumption by viewers. Now,

3. As there is very little digital footprint
left of skitHOUSE, comments on the ten
circulating YouTube videos of the sketch
are the only way to find real audience reactions (beyond the laughter of the original studio audience recorded in the video).
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utterances may be a “covert racist discourse".xii
However, a few YouTube comments³
show

that

not

everyone

fell

victim

to partaking in the mindset of Wiley
and

Lukes’s

linguistic

ideologies:

linguistic ideologies are working against
him with his inane, childish reaction to the
subtitles (yelling, making excuses, stomping
away, mocking). Once this is in place, there
is laughter. This laughter validates the
superiority theory of humor. It is continuous;

John Andrew – The sketch itself

due to linguistic ideologies, viewers feel

is not poking fun at Iraqis, it is

superior, and because they feel superior, they

poking fun at the TV industry which

laugh. In “A Holo-Cultural Study of Humor,”

arbitrarily subtitles people based on

Finnegan and Richard Alford discuss study

accent. Actually, it’s not making a

results of what people around the globe

political point, it’s just bloody funny.

find humorous and suggestions as to why

This commenter either disagrees with or
does not recognize any displays of Englishspeaking nation linguistic superiority at
work within the sketch. His point finds
validity in the fact that only one terrorist
in the sketch was subtitled – Terrorist B
spoke a few times (with the same accent
as Terrorist A) and was never subtitled.

they do. He also lists three different types of
“humor specialists,” including a clown (“an
individual who intentionally creates humor,
with himself or herself as the target”) and a
fool (“an individual who is the unintentional
butt or target of the laughter of others”).xiii
Although technically the actor of Terrorist A
is playing a clown, the character himself is a
fool, “defined as such by others in reaction

The fact that Terrorist A reacts so

to his or her departures from group norms

negatively and immaturely against these

of propriety".xiv Thus, as a fool, he does

subtitles “proves” his childish inferiority

not adhere to norms, ideals, or ideologies

and further verifies the ideologies set forth

held by the comparison group (in this case,

by Wiley and Lukes. This reaction and

English-speaking countries). As “laughter

resulting concession of power Terrorist

[is often] reported at the misfortune of

A results in laughter from the original

others,”xv and it is misfortunate to be a fool,

recorded and virtual audience of viewers.

there is evidence of success of relating this

Terrorist A confirms that the English

sketch to the superiority theory of humor.
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Terrorist A falsely associates correctness

inferior to both the reporter and the terrorists

with pronunciation. This is a concept that

behind him (presumably of lesser status in

most linguistics worldwide advocate against

their group), both of whom he probably saw

– but seems to hold fast in the minds of

himself superior to at the start of the sketch.

civilians as suggested by the standard language
ideology (subjugating accents or dialects into
a lower level of linguistic and thus social
hierarchy). At one point he tries to prove his
proficiency in English by reciting childhood
tongue twisters he probably learned in his
L2 English class. English-speaking children
commonly use tongue twister contests as
games to prove capability and superiority in
pronunciation. As mentioned, pronunciation
is sometimes considered an indication for a
proper knowledge of English. The tongue
twisters appear on-screen in sections, one
clause at a time. They appear as one short
row across the bottom of the screen, quickly
replaced by the next section of alliterated text.
Laughter ensues as Terrorist A tries to stop
the “translator” – some off-screen unknown
body who is in control of the text – to stop
transcribing him. Such a person is never
mentioned directly, but as the reporter and the
subtitles act as one entity (both supposedly

Who is to blame for this supposed
“failure” of Terrorist A’s English? Terrorist
A begins with the assumption that he is
comprehensible. This belief is overturned
once he sees the subtitles, and he goes on
to point a finger at an American university:
“I studied English at the bloody / American
University in Cairo.” Thus, vocally, he blames
the University instead of blaming himself.
However, he does become vehemently and
childishly upset, actions that insinuate that he
realizes that his accent is his own “failure.”
The view that accents are “failures” comes
from strict following of the linguistic
ideologies, implying that “educational failure
and failure to master standard English are
individual problems rather than a result of
systematic, institutional inequity between
groups”.xvi With this anger at his own accent,
Terrorist A is established as even more of
a “fool” as he essentially admits to failure.

from the news outlet and represent the

Western nations want to see terrorists as

Western world), his anger and frustration is

inferior and profoundly “Other,” because if

targeted at them collectively. Terrorist A is

they do there is less cause for fear (at least

being pushed to see himself as linguistically

temporarily). Oriol Pi-Sunyer discusses the
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uses of humor and jokes when dealing with

However, not all English “deficiencies”

political upheaval in his 1977 article “Political

are created equal. This concept of subtitles

Humor in the Dictatorial State: The Case of

forcing a critical look at English-based

Spain.” In it he discusses that media using

ideologies and subsequent social influence

humor to alleviate anxieties is especially

can be taken further. Consider for instance

characteristic of the initial and terminal

the former YouTube user fad of “translated

phases of a period of war or political unrest:

babies.” In February 2011, an American

in the beginning, it is because of the ruthless

home video of male twin toddlers having a

regime policies; towards the end, it is because

“conversation” through cryptophasic speech

personal dictatorships always pose questions

(homemade twin speech incomprehensible

concerning the nature of succession.xvii

to anyone except the twins) became popular

The original release date of this video on

on YouTube. Soon, a further fad erupted

Australian television is unavailable online, the

from the first as Internet users began to

sketch directly references a recent takeover of

add English subtitles to the video, creating a

Tikrit which happened in April 2003. This is

“pseudo-translated” dialogue of the babbling.

within the same moment that many Western

In these cases, the subtitles use a lexicon

nations assumed the war would soon be over.

and register of sophistication that does

Pi-Sunyar claims, “Humor constituted a

not fit that of the video’s original context.

xviii

form of resistance in which anyone could
participate”.xix This resistance is constituted
by the recognition that the US and their
allies (which includes the video’s origin
country, Australia) have finally moved into
what they assumed to be the terminal phase
of the Iraq War, and the recognition that

Many of the most popular pseudotranslations imagined the twins as having an
in-depth conversation about politics. Conan
O’Brien’s late-night talk show, Conan, decided
to respond to the original video as well as the
mass of pseudo-translations with his own:4

the US and their allies now hold the upper

CONAN: Really cute viral video going

hand. They are now superior. The resistance

around right now. Have you seen this, of

in this case is rational hope, something that

4. The transcriptions are of the subtitles of each twin as they appear onscreen. Again, the lines are sectioned by
a virgule ( / ) to reflect the sectioning
of each babies’ subtitles as they appear.

civilians and military officials alike had been
waiting for and were relieved to receive.
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twin babies talking to each other? .... Well

example does not necessarily break the

anyway, I hired a child linguistic expert to

fourth wall in the same way as News from

try to figure out what the little babies are

Iraq. The babies are not aware that they have

saying. He cracked it! It’s amazing, take a

been subtitled, although veil of the standard

look.

subtitle is still lifted through manipulation

[cut to clip]

of them. Instead of breaking the fourth
wall, the subtitles simply break character

TWIN A: Obviously, Gadhafi has to

instead, in a way that still brings them to the

go. / But can the rebels establish a true

closer attention and inspection of viewers.

democracy?

The titles are present to give the interaction

TWIN B: Da-da-da-da-da!

referential meaning; their presence indicates
that this conversation is one that has intent,

A: Walter, I’ve had it up to here with your

significance,

gibberish!

babbling we as adults hear. Both toddlers are

B: Da-da-da-da! [turns face to refrigerator]

given subtitles and are thus could both be

Ma-ma.

viewed as “Other” or “foreign,” views that

and

context,

despite

the

commonly accompany subtitles. However,
A: What the hell? / Did you just call the
fridge “Momma?”
B: Da-da-da-da-da!
A: Yes, you did. You called the fridge
“Momma.” / Moron!
Like News from Iraq, O’Brien’s video
begins on a more serious tone. Unlike the
News from Iraq, the indication of a parody is
immediately evident to almost any audience
as a toddlers’ babbling is not a legitimately
“translatable” language, and thus the content
of subtitles must be fictional creations. This

they are held to a different standard,
somehow able to bypass the importance
of

English-speaker linguistic ideologies.
The

conversation

is

nonsensical;

it is one baby telling another baby that
his English is not developed. This may
be commenting on the incredibly high
standards held by Americans and Western
nations regarding English speaking: the
linguistic ideologies create social hierarchies
that are unreasonably held. English (or any
language for that matter) is not learned
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at the flick of a light switch, as Toddler A

at him being given adult lines is a way of

implies. He even uses “adult” language

mocking him (although not in a derogatory

against Toddler B – asking “What the hell?”

way). We, as competent English users, do not

and eventually calling Toddler B a moron.

believe him capable of this speech. Using

Toddler A calling his brother a “moron”
implies that he is a “fool” as Terrorist A was
depicted (recall that a “fool” is “an individual
who is the unintentional butt or target of the
laughter of others”xxi). The superiority theory
of humor gains validity both within the
sketch and outside of it. Toddler A considers
Toddler B to be linguistically (and thus
mentally) inferior. His belief in the linguistic
ideologies of English allows him to feel
superior: the only word his brother can say
is “Ma-ma,” and he is not even referencing
the correct object in doing so (“Did you
just call the fridge Momma?”). Toddler B is
incomprehensible and is slow to adhere to
the expected monolingualism of his country.
Anything less is undesirable (“I’ve had it up
to here with your gibberish!”). There is also
a second, outside layer to the adherence to

subtitles to lend him adult speech mocks his
true incompetence and failures to adhere
to English linguistic ideologies. We are
linguistically superior. Nonetheless, Western
civilization is unusual in that, “from birth on,
the infant is treated as a social being and as an
addressee [those who absorb the dialogue
spoken by others] in social interaction”.xxii
Participants in conversations are labeled with
different roles that are ranked hierarchically.
However, children are never expected to
respond back as animators (those who give
voice to dialogue) beyond their assumed
experience and linguistic level, as the toddlers
do via subtitles in this video. Animators
are ranked highly due to their activeness in
conversation.xxiii Thus, as children in Western
countries are not expected to be anything
more than an addressee, they are inferior.

the superiority theory of humor. As English-

Seeing “da-da-da-da” as a subtitle, in

speaking audience members, we do not expect

text and in place of English, could play a few

toddlers to be capable of an ideological

roles. First, it allows viewers to realize their

standard language. Toddler A, although given

own adherence to linguistic ideologies and

English subtitles, is still linguistically inferior

standards. Since Toddler A spoke in such an

to adult speakers of English and laughing

adult manner with his first line, the audience
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expects Toddler B to do the same (as he had
in every other pseudo-translation created
by internet users before the Conan video
was released). However, when the da’s are
translated and transcribed as da’s, the audience
laughs; unintelligible speech is unintelligible
speech in any language. Second, seeing the da’s
as a subtitle also encourages adult viewers to
question why standards are so high, and mocks
these viewers for taking language so seriously.

speakers of English, such as these babies.
In

conclusion,

the

analysis

of

nonstandard uses of subtitles allows a
distinctive, critical consideration of certain
ideologies held by English-speaking countries
and populaces, particularly America and
Americans. These ideologies are further
developed by a critical look at how and why
humor is achieved through these nonstandard
uses of subtitles. There are very strict rules

From this, it is common for adults to apply

for being allowed to break or not adhere

a “masking of incompetence”,xxiv so children

to the linguistic ideologies brought forth

do not recognize that they are behind adult

by Wiley and Lukes. Those being primed

humans in language and/or intelligence. This

to be L1 English speakers are forgiven for

forgiveness is fascinating in comparison to

their original incomprehensibility. Their

the previous example of News from Iraq. One

“insufficient” English does not hinder

day, these children will supposedly reach the

their future social status. However, L2

point of standard English. Until then, they are

English learners are held down in social

non-English speakers. Due to age, however,

hierarchies due to linguistic ideologies like

this is acceptable. It is the only “acceptable”

monolingualism and standard language.

or “forgivable” variant from the standard

Humor is one excellent avenue to inspect

form or monolingualism. Most likely, this is

these issues. The cycle is present throughout

because those advocating for and validating

these examples and others that act similarly:

English linguistic ideologies were once in

due to linguistic ideologies, English-capable

the position of being a child with a lesser

viewers unconsciously feel superior to non

grasp of English. These people will never be

English-capable characters and because they

immigrants or foreigners learning English as

feel superior, they laugh. Linguistic ideologies

a second language, therefore, the ideologies

create forms of social hierarchies common

are left null and void when it comes to young

throughout everyday life and popular
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media. This issue increases in significance
as immigration levels rise in America as the
superiority beliefs of native English speakers
against these incoming non-native English
speakers spring from linguistic ideologies,
thus hindering even non-linguistic aspects of
assimilation. Acknowledging casual linguistic
bias is the first step in breaking down
barriers hindering assimilation between two
or more cultural, ethnic, or national groups.
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kim rooney
The University of Pittsburgh

Stereotypes pitting women against

daughter relationships created out of

other women abound in media and literature.

necessity. Confucianism’s Five Bonds dictate

Catfights are popular click-bait headlines on

deference of a wife to her husband; a son to

social media, and many “reality” television

a father; and a younger brother to an elder

shows rely on drama between and among

brother. However, Confucian principles

women. In this version of the world, men’s

indirectly ignore women’s relationships,

attention and approval are presented as what

because

women should aspire to gain; but attention

were not valued. Mothers instead created

and approval are also limited commodities

a “sixth bond” to take responsibility for

for which women must compete. But in

their daughters since the culture refused to.

unscripted reality, the same patriarchal
culture which creates a warped view of
women in media also unites women against
men’s marginalization—women defy the
stereotypes time and time again. Patriarchy
motivates women to strengthen their bonds
with other women, women’s cultural heritage
and experience shape relationships. These
relationships manifest in comparing Amy
Tan’s The Joy Luck Club and Alice Walker’s
The Color Purple. In twentieth century
America, both Asian American and African
American women struggled against the white
patriarchal system, while the vestiges of their
separate cultural heritages—one Confucian
and one slave-like—altered the nature of
their relationships with their fellow women.
The Joy Luck Club details how Chinese
Confucian
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principles

shape

mother-

women—especially

daughters—

Amy Tan tells parallel, intergenerational
stories of mother-daughter relationships
which show the underlying desire of a
Chinese mother. Tan tells sixteen stories from
the players of the Joy Luck Club: eight stories
from the four mothers, and eight from the
four daughters. Lindo Jong and Waverly Jong’s
relationships with their mothers exemplify
filial protection and solidarity. Lindo Jong’s
mother arranges for Lindo to marry into a
wealthier family in China to give her the
best life possible, though with her restricted
means. In turn, Lindo pushes her own
daughter, Waverly, to become a renowned
chess player. Each mother takes responsibility
for her daughter’s success. Although context
and setting change the definition of success,
both mothers express the unspoken sixth
bond of Confucianism. While An-Mei and

Rose relate to their mothers differently from

Gao Xiongya outlines “a brief sketch of a

Lindo and Waverly’s, Confucian principles

woman’s life in old China, divided into three

underlie their relationships, twisting beneath.

stages: as a girl, as a wife, and as a mother”ii.

An-mei Hsu grows up in China and watches

Their culture considers the girls less valuable

her mother make physical sacrifices for

because they cannot retain the family name

both An-mei’s grandmother and An-mei

when marrying, nor care for their parents

herself. When she arrives in America, An-

after marriage. This limits the ways in

mei pushes her daughter, Rose, to take a

which a woman can be successful. Chinese

stand for herself in ways she never could.

mothers do their best to make the most of

The women in The Joy Luck Club face
adversity because they are women of color
from strictly patriarchal cultures, but also
because maleness and whiteness is privileged
in American society. As lecturer Bella Adams

what is available for their daughters. Giving
away a daughter in marriage appears not to
balance with the sacrifices a mother makes
for her daughter, but a mother achieves
her success by ensuring her daughter’s.

notes, the Chinese American women in

What

happens

to

Lindo

Jong

The Joy Luck Club are “triply vulnerable…

exemplifies how women live in a male-

as a Chinese in a Euro-American world,

focused world: Lindo’s mother arranges for

as a woman in a Chinese man’s world, as a

her to marry into a wealthier family at the age

Chinese woman in a white man’s world”.i

of two. Mothers found husbands for their

Their vulnerability leaves them with little

daughters with the aid of a matchmaker.

cultural support. A mixture of racism and

When Lindo’s future mother-in-law, Huang

patriarchy bar them from receiving help

Taitai, meets her for the first time, the

and support from Chinese men, white men,

matchmaker emphasizes that Lindo is “a

and even white women. Instead, they must

strong horse. She will grow up to be a hard

support each other to survive. The mothers,

worker who serves you well in your old age”.

Lindo Jong and An-mei Hsu, are particularly

iii

cognizant of being a woman in a Chinese

bearing. Since bearing sons and caring for

man’s world—from birth, they are taught

her husband’s parents established a wife’s

they are secondary to men. Chinese scholar

value, the matchmaker’s praise is significant.

For Chinese women, strength entailed son-
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Additionally, because Huang Taitai’s family

cultural expectations of her marriage vows

lives farther up the valley—whence they can

to escape by making Huang Taitai end the

literally look down upon Lindo’s family—

marriage. Thus, Lindo avoids the shame that

Lindo’s mother wants to ensure that her

fleeing would bring upon her family. Lindo

daughter will move up to their station. When

respects her mother’s wishes and emphasizes

a flood forces Lindo’s family to leave their

a deep mother-daughter relationship model.

home, her father decides to leave Lindo
behind with Huang Taitai’s family, whose
home was spared from the flood. While her
father does not want the extra burden, Lindo’s
mother likely has different motivations for
leaving Lindo behind. Mothers wielded
domestic power, and Lindo’s mother wants
to secure for Lindo a better life. Lindo’s
mother treats her cruelly—not because “she
didn’t love [Lindo, but] so [that she] wouldn’t
wish for something that was no longer
hers”iv. Lindo’s mother recognizes that it will
be harder for Lindo to leave if she dotes on
her, and she wants Lindo to easily move on
to a better life. In turn, Lindo accepts her
mother’s treatment and fulfills her duties as a
daughter and wife. This behavior follows the
Confucian model of symbiotic power and
respect, though Confucian theory does not
formalize the mother-daughter relationship.
Even despite later abuse from her husband
and Huang Taitai, Lindo respects her
mother’s efforts by remaining a dutiful
wife. But she eventually manipulates the
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Although Confucianism dominates
Lindo’s experience in China, her Americanborn daughter, Waverly, does not share her
Chinese cultural traditions—from familial
duties to Confucian values. Lindo recognizes
the vast opportunities for success available
to Waverly in America. When Waverly shows
skill at chess, Lindo pushes her to practice
daily to become a child chess prodigy.
Waverly gains national recognition for her
skill; Lindo “proudly walk[ed] with [Waverly],
visiting many shops, [but] buying very little”
because a great joy for a Chinese mother is a
daughter’s successv. Lindo knows that Waverly
climbs higher than she ever could in China,
and Lindo believes that she must do what
her mother did for her: ensure her daughter’s
unassailable success. She gives Waverly “her
chang, a small tablet of red jade which held
the sun’s fire. ‘Is luck,’ she whisper[s]”vi. The
chang originally belonged to Lindo’s mother,
who gave it to Lindo with the promise of
luck before she married into Huang Taitai’s

family. Lindo carries it with her to America,

America. Even if she wants to cast aside her

harboring that luck until she passes it on to

identity markers, Waverly cannot escape being

her daughter. The gift of the chang follows

a Chinese American woman. Her opponent’s

the unofficial Confucian mandate that a

“malodorous” suit juxtaposes with the white

mother give the best to her daughter. The

kerchief to emphasize the man’s whiteness.

mandate changed form because the different

Because he is nameless and without physical

setting required a different kind of luck; but

description save his suit, he becomes her

regardless of form, Lindo gives Waverly the

faceless opponent, the embodiment which

chang on this mandate. The chang manifests the

disadvantages her and privileges whiteness

connection between mother and daughter,

and maleness over Chinese American

and its transference allows a mother to

women. The match also allows Waverly to

vicariously feel her daughter’s achievements.

be humanized, despite being previously

In symbolically placing a mother’s essence

dehumanized because of her race and gender.

around her daughter’s neck, a mother connects

This contrast gives her some autonomy

intimately with her daughter’s successes.

and power while subverting the power of

But

regardless

of

her

Chinese

the shade which has long attacked her.

Confucian heritage, Waverly sees a different

Although Waverly wins against her

kind of opportunity in America: the chance

nameless opponent, she claims her victory

for individualism outside of the Confucian

for herself rather than her culture. American

family model. She hones her chess skills, not

media reinforce her attitude, painting her

to respect the opportunities her mother fights

as an outlier who succeeded despite her

to create, but to gain satisfaction in winning

background. The trope of the exceptional

where others lose. Though, an important

person of color allows American culture

wrinkle is Waverly’s match receiving the most

to admit to someone’s success without

media coverage, one against a nameless white

recognizing people of color’s ability and

man wearing “a dark, malodorous suit…with

humanity. The way the media frame her win

a great white kerchief ”vii. He stands in for

further separates Waverly from her culture.

the white male hegemony, and bolsters two

This reception fuels Waverly’s burgeoning

of the vulnerabilities Chinese women face in

individualism and occludes her understanding
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of her mother’s pride in her success. This

In a much more gruesome portrayal of

disconnect breaks the symbiosis of the

Chinese motherhood, An-mei Hsu witnesses

mother-daughter relationship. Waverly is

her mother sacrifice—twice to save first An-

embarrassed when her mother brags about

mei’s grandmother, then An-mei herself. Her

her achievements, and asks her mother,

family disowns her mother after a man, who

“Why do you have to use me to show off ?

already had a wife and other concubines, forced

If you want to show off, then why don’t you

her to become his concubine. But she returns

learn to play chess”viii? Questioning shows

to her family when she hears that her mother

how little Waverly understands: she believes

grows ill. Late at night, An-mei watches her

her achievements are her own and hers alone

mother “cut a piece of meat from her arm…

to take pride in. Her adherence to American

She cook[s] magic in the ancient tradition to

individualism tells her that the hours of

try to cure her mother one last time”ix. An-

practice account for her success. She believes

mei’s mother is nearly powerless: most of her

the voice which guides her to make victorious

possessions are her husband’s, and she can

moves comes from within, though the voice

no longer claim her family’s possessions. She

only appears after she receives the chang. The

has only her body, which she uses to try to

fundamental

between

heal her mother. The chang that passes from

Lindo and Waverly makes it difficult for

Lindo’s mother, to Lindo, to Waverly wield

them to communicate with and understand

significance and power like that of a woman’s

each other. Waverly fails to understand her

body. While their bodies are not harmed in

mother’s great pride in her achievements.

sacrifice, the chang becomes a vessel for the

Conversely, because of Lindo’s experiences

power of their bodies, ultimately giving

in China, she has trouble accepting that her

Waverly the means to defeat her opponents

daughter cannot recognize what she wants

in chess. For her and An-mei’s mother, the

for her. However, Waverly’s individualism

loss is physical; for Lindo and her mother,

does not alter how Lindo fulfills her role

it is spiritual. But all four women recognize

in the relationship, whether Waverly wants

their bodies as a source of power which

to acknowledge it or not. Ultimately,

harness and use to help their loved ones.

Lindo

openly

misunderstanding

invites

Waverly—should

she choose so—to fulfil her filial duties.
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Although An-mei’s mother’s sacrifice fails,

she has no other means of helping those she

In turn, An-mei tries to do the same for

loves. So, she once again uses her body to give

her daughter, Rose, with means available in

An-mei a parting gift. She commits suicide

American culture. Rose can speak up, which

but times her death so that, per superstition,

An-mei encourages her to do—especially in

her ghost would return on the first day of

the face of Rose’s crumbling marriage. An-

the new year to plague her husband forever

mei says to her, “‘I am not telling you to

if he refused to raise An-mei as his honored

save your marriage…I only say you should

child. An-Mei’s mother also passes down her

speak up’”xi. An-mei recognizes that Rose

only inheritance to An-mei: the strength and

can pursue more opportunities in America

magic in her body. Thinking back to the last

than in China. To help Rose, An-mei tries

time An-mei sees her mother, she recalls:

to pass on the lesson that her mother gave

I knew she could see me and what
she had finally done. So I shut her
eyes with my fingers and told her
with my heart: I can see the truth,
too. I am strong, too…On that day,
I showed Second Wife the fake
pearl necklace she had given me
and crushed it under my foot…
And on that day, I learned to shout.x
Like

Lindo,

An-mei

recognizes

to her, which is to speak up with her voice.
The tradition of a mother counseling to the
next generation also appears in Lindo and
Waverly’s relationship in Lindo’s gift of the
chang. Like the strength and voice that An-mei
inherits from her mother, Waverly inherits
the essences of Lindo and Lindo’s mother via
the chang. In both stories, the significance of
the gift lies in how a mother infuses her life’s
spiritual power into a single act or object.

her

These mothers believe that is the greatest gift

mother’s sacrifices. She knows that her

they can give their daughters, epitomizing

mother had little agency compared to Second

the Confucian tradition that shapes Chinese

Wife, who dominated the household, and

American mother-daughter relationships.

that she could not charm her husband into
caving to her desires, like Fifth Wife could.
Given the circumstances, An-mei’s mother
did all that she could to protect her daughter.

While

Chinese

American

female

relationships focus on mothers and daughters,
African

American

female

relationships

manifest in intergenerational, sisterly bonds.
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Like the women in The Joy Luck Club, Celie,
Shug, and Nettie also face triple discrimination
and vulnerability in The Color Purple. PanAfrican Studies professor Melina Abdullah
recognizes that “[t]he targeted oppression
of African American mothers took shape
under slavery and came in the forms of rape,
‘breeding,’ and natal alienation”xii. White slave
masters, usually men, saw female slaves as a
source of sexual pleasure, labor, and a means
to produce more slaves. Mother passed down
their status through a legal doctrine known
as partus sequitur ventremxiii; the intentional
separation of a slave woman from her
children made traditional mothering more
difficult. This legacy continued in the decades
after slavery was abolished. The legacy
also caused discrimination against African
American women for not only being black
in a Eurocentric America, but also being
women in a culture that still felt the vestiges

women who are more vulnerable than them.
The

generational

divergence

in

experience that creates tension in Chinese
American female relationships, however,
does not exist for Celie, Nettie, and Shug.
Despite their age differences, they treat
each other as coevals and peers. To them,
generation is not strictly genealogical, but
rather a paradigm adopted by women living
through similar experiences. The women live
sometime in the early twentieth century in
the American South, though Walker never
specifies a time and location. By doing so,
Walker focuses on what pushes Celie, Nettie,
and Shug to care for each other as sisters,
and—since their mothers are absent—
protect each other as motherly figures.

L

ike the mothers in The Joy
Luck Club, they use the

power they have to protect

of African patriarchy. Again, in a different

other women who are more

culture, the triple vulnerability occurs. Like

vulnerable than them.

the Chinese American women in The Joy Luck
Club, Celie, Nettie, and Shug cannot turn to
white men, women or, in this case, black men
for support. They must instead help each
other, and work with the means they have.
Like the mothers in The Joy Luck Club, they
use the power they have to protect other
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Social science lecturer Melanie Mauthner
comments that “[m]otherly sistering is
not usually embraced from choice. On the
contrary, it tends to result from circumstances
beyond girls’ and women’s control”xiv.
When they are children, Celie and Nettie’s

mother dies, and Shug’s mother disowns

her through his abuse and reverts power to

her. Celie and Nettie face sexual abuse

her. In doing so, she protects Nettie by trying

from their father, Pa, and all three women

to get her far away from Pa. She abhors

unite in solidarity against Mr. ___’s abusive

that Mr. ___ is old enough to have several

behavior. With the system against them

children, but Celie does not want Nettie

and no mother to protect them, the three

to go through sexual assault at Pa’s hands.

women unite and exert the little power they
possess to protect those who have even less.

However, Celie does not tell Nettie why
she wants her to marry Mr. ___ for the

Pa sexually abuses Celie when she is

same reason that Lindo’s mother treats

only fourteen years old, and she refuses to let

her cruelly: to ease the girls into leaving.

Pa abuse her younger sister, Nettie. After their

Both works present a motherly figure who

mother’s death, Celie notices that Pa “still

desires to protect the innocence of the

be looking at Nettie, but I always git in his

more vulnerable. Lindo’s mother wants to

light. Now I tell her to Marry Mr. ___. I don’t

temper the emotional distress her daughter

tell her why”xv. Celie holds almost no power

will experience when Lindo leaves the family.

within her family: Pa denies her an education

While treating her poorly is dubious, the logic

and repeatedly molests her, threatening that

is justifiably cynical. Lindo’s mother knows

she should tell nobody but God about what

that separation is inevitable, so she wants

he is doing to her. She feels helpless, and

to prevent Lindo from painfully “wish[ing]

starts writing letters to God—the only one

for something that was no longer hers”xvi.

to whom she feels she can turn. Celie cannot

Similarly, Celie knows that Nettie will try to

seek out the white townsfolk for help because

fight for her, just as she did when Pa refused

she is an African American, and the threats

to let Celie go to school. Celie wants to

from her father, a black man, bar her from

prevent the harm she knows will befall Nettie

finding help within the African American

if she tries to fight. She also wants to protect

community. Despite her disenfranchisement

Nettie from the psychological horror of

and isolation, she uses her body to obscure

knowing what their father has done. Again,

Pa’s view of Nettie—a powerful move,

though contrary to Celie’s interests, the

because she denies Pa’s attempts to objectify

paradigm that Celie knows makes her actions
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a desperate way that she can protect her sister.
Although Celie is a teenager, she assumes
a protective, maternal role because of Pa’s
behavior.

This

exemplifies

Mauthner’s

comment on situational urgency in motherly
sistering. When Nettie leaves, Celie gives her
the only thing she has: “the name of Reverend
Mr. ___. I tell her to ast for his wife. That
maybe she would help. She the only woman I
even seen with money”xvii. Once again, Celie
has little to give, but still gives her sister the
best available opportunity. Though Pa and
Mr. ___ abuse Celie and limit her education
and worldview, she knows that money means
escape and independence. This echoes the
rare opportunity for slaves to buy their
freedom if they had the money. Celie’s words
imbue money and the actions that buy her
sister freedom with power, further denying
Pa and Mr. ___’ from dominating Celie.
Even as Celie mothers Nettie, they
maintain a sisterly relationship. After Nettie
leaves Celie and Mr. ___, she writes letters
to Celie with “Dear Celie”xviii; this is the first
letter in the book not written by Celie, all
of which she addressed, “Dear God.” The
parallel structure suggests that, because she is
the only one in whom Nettie could confide,
Celie is Nettie’s God. She protects Nettie,
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and shapes how Nettie lives: as a missionary
in Africa with the Reverend Mr. ___, his
wife, Samuel, and Corrine. While there,
Nettie discovers that Pa is their stepfather.
After Nettie shares the discovery with her,
Celie addresses her letters “Dear Nettie”xix.
They mutually turn away from the white,
patriarchal God they were taught to believe
in, which signifies their rebellion against all
three vulnerabilities. Celie decides to confide
in Nettie through her letters and rejects Pa’s
old threat: “You better not never tell nobody but
God”xx. Because Pa represents the tradition
of

African patriarchy, Celie’s defiance

reclaims some autonomy for women. By also
rejecting a white God, Celie and Nettie reject
Eurocentric American Christianity. Replacing
the white, male image with two black
women threatens the historical dominance
of white men over black women. In the
absence of white permission, they assume
a previously denied position of power.
Although Celie acts sisterly and motherly
to Nettie, she also needs protection, which
Shug Avery provides. Shug is Mr. ___’s
former mistress, who returns after Pa gives
Celie to Mr. ___ to marry. Celie idolizes Shug
for years before meeting her, regarding her
as the embodiment of beauty and freedom.

Celie imagines that Shug: “be dress to kill,

won’t leave, she say, until I know Albert won’t

whirling and laughing”

. Celie sees in

even think about beating you”xxiii. She uses

Shug a powerful female figure who provides

Mr. ___’s first name, Albert, to display the

hope that there is an existence beyond the

power she holds over him, more than what

constant rape and abuse from Pa and Mr.

Celie does. Knowing one’s name affords

___. However, when Celie and Shug meet,

a modicum of power over them, allowing

the expected power dynamic reverses: Shug

another person to hold them accountable.

is enfeebled and on the brink of death, her

Like Celie does for Nettie, Shug uses her

glamour and power withering. Consequently,

power to protect the powerless. Her act also

Celie assumes takes care of her. Celie “work

parallels Chinese mothers’ exertion of their

on [Shug] like a doll…or like mama…That

power in the Confucian family hierarchy to

feel just right, [Shug] say. That feel like

protect their powerless daughters. While

mama used to do”xxii. Celie’s actions loosen

Lindo’s mother is weak as a woman, she

the border between mother and daughter,

uses her limited means—working with a

emphasizing the importance of sisterly

matchmaker, preparing her daughter for

relationships for African American women.

marriage—to ensure a better life for Lindo.

xxi

For Celie, the generational line blurs because
she lacks either mother or daughter: her
mother died years before, and Pa separates
her from her daughter, Olivia. Shug instead
stands in for both. Celie becomes a motherly
figure to Shug, nursing her back to health.
Their mutual support of each other helps
them fulfil the motherly aspect of sisterhood.

African American sisterhood also focuses
heavily on mothering and protection. In The
Color Purple, Walker fabricates the Olinka tribe
which represents slaves’ ancestors. In Africa,
Olinkan mothers emphasize protecting less
powerful women, a legacy which continues in
Celie, Shug, and Nettie’s relationships. Nettie
travels with Samuel and Corrine on a mission

However, once Shug regains her physical

trip to convert the Olinka to Christianity;

health, she becomes the primary motherly

initially, how the tribe’s women behave

figure between them. Shug discovers that Mr.

dismays Nettie. Olinkan women do not

___ beats Celie, she “kiss[es] [Celie] on the

protect their daughters against the patriarchy

fleshy part of [her] shoulder and stand up. I

in the tribe. Instead, they perpetuate it
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by trying to marry their daughters to the

uneducated. The Olinkan traditions also

highest-ranking man possible. They believe

parallel Chinese foot-binding traditions,

that a “girl is nothing to herself; only to her

which crippled women at an early age.

husband can she become something”

Since men found these traditions beautiful,

.

xxiv

Like with a girl’s value in Confucian
China, Olinkan women’s relationships to
men—specifically

desirability to find a wealthy husband.

husbands—define

These practices may seem cruel and

them. Although strict mandates do not bind

backwards, but in these cultural contexts

the family hierarchy like in Confucianism,

mothers knew these as ways to help their

the family is still patriarchal. Women are

daughters. Walker reasons similarly in her

vulnerable because of patriarchal African

book In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens. She

society, but also because of the missionaries’

describes a slave woman “who left her mark

intent to urge the tribe to abandon their

in the only materials she could afford, and

values. For them, a double rather than a triple

in the only medium her position in society

threat exists, which still forces mothers to

allowed her to use”xxvi. Walker argues that

fight for their daughters. Since women gain

slave women’s art cannot be held to the same

value through their husbands, mothers try to

standards as contemporaneous art created by

find a man with high status because “[t]hat is

white men. These differences lie in race and

as high as they can think”xxv. Mothers even

socioeconomic class, which create barriers

scar their daughters and genitally mutilate

for slave women and prevent them from

them to increase their desirability to Olinkan

gaining a Western-style artistic education.

men. Catherine is one of those mothers,

However, their art remains valid and

whom Nettie acquaints while working as a

maintains beauty despite its underprivileged

missionary. Catherine forces her daughter,

creator. Western standards of art privilege

Tashi, to undergo scarification because she

a race and financial ability, making “great”

fears that Tashi is becoming too educated

art indicative of forms, techniques, and

and westernized. Catherine believes that this

subjects antithetical to what non-white

will ruin her daughter’s chances with Olinkan

people created. But by deviating from such

men, who believe that women should remain

standards, one validates other art forms,
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to

women suffered for the sake of perceived

techniques, and subjects. Similarly, Nettie

histories affect how their relationships

and the other missionaries find the Olinkan

manifest.

practice of scarification and genital mutilation

different parts of the world—from the rigid

backwards and horrible, but the motivations

Chinese Confucian hierarchy to the Olinkan

for these practices are understandable if

privileged

patriarchy.

one resists thinking ethnocentrically. As

traditions

prioritize

standards for art prevent consideration of

relationships among Chinese American

alternative art forms, ethnocentric values

women, while African American women band

preclude understanding why others behave

together motherly/sisterly relationships. But

in ways perceived as immoral. Relinquishing

the double or triple vulnerabilities women

certain artistic standards does not open the

of color in America face contribute to racial

floodgates for all art to be called “great,”

and cultural oppression. They navigate a

just as relinquishing ethnocentrism does

white, western, male-dominated society, in

not condone other cultures’ traditions. This

which these vulnerabilities cause actions

is in favor of dismissing other traditions as

which allow readers to think about the

backwards and unworthy of thought. For

experiences and cultural contexts of others.

Women

unite

differently

These

in

different

mother-daughter

Olinkan mothers, physical harm done to
one’s daughter is the price to pay to ensure her
better future; the temporary physical pain is
worth it once her daughter has status through
her husband. These actions translate into the
desire to help and protect the powerless—a
sentiment which manifests in how Celie,
Shug, and Nettie protect each other.
Although the patriarchal systems in both
books challenge women and make them
vulnerable, the female characters ally and
forge relationships with one another to offer
support and protection. Their shared cultural
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Reprogenetics and the
Use of Three Parent
IVF to Prevent Genetic
Diseases and Disorders

rahul ramanathan
The University of Pittsburgh

Reprogenetics and How it Affects Us

discussed in this paper hold great potential

Today

for reducing health costs and providing

In approaching the era benefitting from
engineered bacteria and lab-generated tissues,

a better quality of life for sufferers of
genetic disorders as well as their children.

advancements improving human health now

Three Parent IVF as an Effective

surface. These improvements range from

Preventative Measure

aesthetic selection to preventative care for
genetic disorders and diseases. According
to Genetics In Medicine, the average cost
of treating a genetic disorder such as TaySachs disease or cystic fibrosis can reach up
to $375,000 over the course of one lifetimei.
To curb medical costs related to genetic
disorders, preventative procedures have
recently become a hopeful endeavor for
scientists and sufferers alike. Reprogenetics
and preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD)
are important stepping stones towards lower
healthcare costs and diminishing rates of
genetic diseases and disorders. Reprogenetics
and PGD are umbrella terms encompassing
methods and processes that test for and
prevent possible genetic disorders before
the mother’s egg matures into an embryo.
Though, they are controversial procedures,
as some claim that these procedures are
against nature and leads to the genetic
slippery slope of pre-programming our
progenyii. The reprogenetics techniques
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A specific application of reprogenetics
prevents congenital mitochondrial disorders,
such as mitochondrial myopathy, diabetes
mellitus and deafness, Leber's hereditary optic
neuropathy, and myoclonic epilepsy. These
disorders are characterized by the epigenetic
inheritance of

abnormal mitochondria,

the primary energy producer for the cell.
Abnormal mitochondria result from a
genetic mutation within the mitochondrial
genome, creating dysfunctional proteins in
place of the normal ones that are required
for proper energy production. Abnormal
mitochondria may reduce the quality of life
for those who suffer from the myopathy.
In addition, abnormal mitochondria have
the potential to place a financial burden on
patients’ families, with lifetime healthcare
costs soaring to $306,332iii. Fortunately, there
is a viable solution available today, where
certain medical techniques, such as three
parent in-vitro fertilization (IVF), eliminate
the possibility of inherited mitochondrial

disorders. Three-parent IVF is quite different

mother’s ovary. In a parallel procedure, a

from regular in-vitro fertilization, though.

donor egg with healthy mitochondria is

Regular IVF is ideal for couples who have

obtained. All the genetic information from

physical infertility issues, such as sperm

the original parent must be maintained

quality defects, poor egg quality, and blocked

through the process. The spindle is extracted

or damaged fallopian tubes. Three-parent

from the mother’s egg. The maternal

IVF, in contrast, is not for infertility problems,

spindle is extracted using general nuclear

but rather for couples who have a history of

extraction techniques, leaving the defective

mitochondrial disorders and are likelier to

mitochondria

pass it to their children. These couples may

involves a vacuum pipette to hold the egg in

undergo two types of treatments: maternal

place. A micropipette is used to pierce the

spindle transfer or pronuclear transfer. Both

Zona Pellucida (outer membrane) of the egg

of these processes require a third contribution

and retrieve the spindles inside. Once the

of healthy mitochondria to replace the

spindles are extracted, the mother’s egg is no

faulty mitochondria in the genetic mother’s

longer needed in the process and is disposed

egg cells. There have been multiple in-vitro

of accordingly. The same procedure is

clinical cycles of these processes, most of

applied to the donor egg, ensuring that

which have yielded successful outcomesiv.

all DNA is removed. The donor’s DNA is

Maternal Spindle Transfer and
Associated Procedures
Although both processes are nearly

behind.

This

procedure

subsequently discarded, as it is not needed.
The maternal spindles are then inserted
into the donor’s egg, which has the healthy
mitochondria.

This

assembly

ensures

identical, maternal spindle transfer is more

healthy mitochondria with the original

widely-used in clinical practice due to higher

mother’s genetic information. The egg may

success rates (75% versus 62% respectively)

now undergo regular in-vitro fertilization

v

. The area in the egg containing the dense

procedures. The male parent’s sperm is

collection of genetic information is known

combined with the new egg, and is implanted

as the spindle fiber, hence the name of the

into the mother’s uterus to initiate pregnancy.

procedure. In the maternal spindle transfer
process, the egg is removed from the genetic
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Pronuclear Transfer and Associated

the first step in pronuclear transfer involves

Procedures

fertilizing the genetic mother’s egg with the

Except for fertilization, pronuclear
transfer is nearly identical to the maternal
spindle transfer. In maternal spindle transfer,
the egg is fertilized after the genetic material
is transferred to the donor egg. However,

father’s sperm in-vitro. Doing this results
in a pronucleus, which is a cell complex
that develops right after fertilization. This
pronucleus, containing the genetic material
of both parents, is then transferred to the
donor egg. Like maternal spindle transfer,

FIGURE 1 vi
Maternal Spindle Transfer
Figure 1 shows the mother’s genetic information being removed from the egg and
transferred to an egg with healthy mitochondria, and the new egg is subsequently fertilized.
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all the DNA is removed from the donor egg

in the maternal spindle process. This

before the transfer takes place. Although

discrepancy occurs because it is difficult

pronuclear transfer has been tested on

to determine the correct time when the

many human zygotes (fertilized egg cells)

pronucleus is ready for extraction. This

vii

, there is a slightly greater chance that the

is not a problem with maternal spindle

pronucleus does not develop properly when

transfer, as the spindle can be extracted

compared to post-procedural fertilization

at any time during the life of the egg cell.

FIGURE 2
Figure 2 depicts pronuclear transfer. The only major difference is in step 1,
wherein the egg is already fertilized before extraction of

the genetic material.
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Why should Engineers Focus on Three-

regarding planned parenthoodx. Three-parent

parent IVF?

IVF can provide the gateway into more

According to the US Department
of Health and Human Services, “health
expenses doubled between 1996 and 2006,
and are predicted to reach one-fourth of
the gross domestic product by 2025”viii.
As government officials and politicians
struggle to find a solution to burgeoning

involved preimplantation genetic diagnosis
and treatment of any possible mitochondrial
complications that arise from late planned
parenthood. Through these advancements in
genetics, women obtain greater control over
their planned parenthood and may conceive
at a later age without the risk of abnormalities.

costs of healthcare, engineers may offer

Ethical concerns for treating

cost-effective treatments and procedures.

mitochondrial disorders

The National Institutes of Health states that
genetic testing and treatment for genetic
disorders costs around $5,000 per person,
which leads to an estimated diagnostic and
prognostic national cost of $2 billion for
genetic disordersix. Three-parent IVF will
contribute towards lowering this overall cost
of treatment, especially for families suffering
from mitochondrial disorders. Not only are
maternal spindle transfers and pronuclear
transfers financially beneficial for sufferers
and their families, but they also provide relief
from lifelong suffering and inconvenience.

Both maternal spindle transfer and
pronuclear transfer have gained positive,
widespread recognition and success rates for
preventing mitochondrial disorders. However,
opponents still consider them as genetic
engineering. A survey done on one thousand
people conducted by the Human Fertilisation
and Embryology Authority, “over half of
the public are ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ positive about
mitochondrial donation,” while the rest are
opposed to any type of genetic engineering
and/or modification. First and foremost,
opponents of genetic engineering state that

With the rise of career-focused lifestyles,

three-parent IVF could be the “slippery

the window for conceiving a child becomes

slope towards allowing other techniques,

limited. The chances of

genetic and

such as nuclear genetic modification, which

chromosomal aberrations increase when

could be used to create ‘designer babies’”xi.

women reach 40, leading to difficult decisions

However,
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the

processes

for

treating

mitochondrial disorders do not involve

enhancement. Three-parent IVFs are genetic

changing any of the genetic information,

modifications which do not enhance the

but rather involve the transfer of the genetic

offspring at all, but rather offer a preventative

material to a new medium. Since DNA is

approach to dealing with genetically inherited

being transferred, it does not affect the

diseases and disorders. Neither procedure,

offspring in any physical or psychological way.

in any way, results in a physically, mentally,

Other

opponents

of

three-parent

IVF state that there are truly three parents
involved in the development of

the

offspring, which they claim “opposes the
laws of nature” . 99.9% of genetic material
xii

within a cell is contained within the dense
area of the nucleusxiii, while the other 0.1%
of the genetic information is stored in the
mitochondria, which have DNA of their
own. The DNA contained in mitochondria,
however, only serve to allow the mitochondria
to function properly, and do not contribute
to the physical and mental development of
the offspring. Thus, the mitochondrial donor
only contributes that 0.1%, which does not
contribute to the baby’s physical appearance

or psychologically advantaged offspringxiv.

Conclusion
Three-parent IVF has seen great success
in the UKxv, and can be the primary solution
for lowered healthcare costs for many
families in the United States as well. Increased
responsibility should not be accompanied
by even greater risks for women who wish
to start a family later in life. Since egg cells
age along with somatic cells, three-parent
IVF eliminates the increased risk of genetic
abnormality in children associated with
conceiving at a later age. Even if a woman
decides to have children later in life, she
can be provided with a healthy, young egg.

and development, thereby weakening the

Genetic disorders are unique, in that

argument that three parents are involved

they do not just affect the sufferer, but also

in the development of the child. Evidently,

potentially their progeny as well. For this

mitochondrial donation procedures provide

reason, reprogenetics and preimplantation

unprecedented relief for families of sufferers.

genetic diagnosis is in a strategic position to

It is important to note the distinction

attack these diseases. Three-parent IVF is the

between genetic modification and genetic

first step in providing these families relief, and
could be the necessary antecedent to further
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genetic testing to prevent other genetic

80 zygotes to pronuclear transfer and 50%

maladies outside mitochondrial disordersxvi.

of the pronucleated zygotes underwent
abnormal fertilization. 22.7% of the zygotes

Meta-Analysis

advanced to blastocysts. In both procedures,

In a study conducted by Dr. Masahito

minimal

retention

of

mitochondrial

Tachibana, 106 human oocytes (egg cells)

DNA was observed, with figures less

were subjected to maternal spindle transfer.

than 1% for maternal spindle transfer and

52% had abnormal fertilization (using

less than 2% for pronuclear transferxviii.

unipronuclear

or

tripronuclear

zygotes

instead of two-pronuclear zygotes that are
normally used for in-vitro fertility) following
the procedure, but 73% of all zygotes,
including the abnormally fertilized, had
continued development into blastocysts
(slightly

differentiated

cells

that

arise

from embryonic cells)xvii. Another study
conducted by Dr. Lyndsey Craven subjected

Maternal Spindle Transfer
Rate of abnormal fertilization
Residual Donor mitochondrial
DNA remaining in zygote
Success of blastula development in-vitro

Pronuclear Transfer

52%

~50%

<1%

<2%

73%

22.7%

Table 1
This table shows various statistics from clinical human trials of both the maternal spindle
transfer procedure and the pronuclear transfer procedure.
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What
gravity
feels like

Adrianna moyer
The University of Pittsburgh

I wonder
how it feels
to let the petals of
the dying magnolia slip
through your
fingers on a Sunday
afternoon; I want to make
pancakes with you,
flip them over our shoulders
like we did when we worked
at that summer camp,
in the mountains,
the one with the meal-time
prayers,
and the God that is also a
king—
each child a blessing,
each moment one of gravity,
each soul too heavy
to keep us from crying.
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Crying, I wonder:
when you hear a song
about God’s grace and
majesty, do you think of me?
Think of the beers we
drank in the summertime,
filled-up-drunk on expectations
of a sunnier tomorrow, laughing
as the serious old men on TV made
fools of themselves with
their babble,
laughing because it was
June and though the magnolia
tree had died
we still had each other
and the long expanse of fever-dream
days
and a promise of another fall,
another spring,
another chance, maybe
just another beer.
Maybe that was enough.
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Maybe we’d wake up and
fall in love, over
and over again with the
same stupid man. Maybe
we’d suck the juice from your
dad’s homegrown tomatoes, lined-up
in rows on your deck,
sweet and hot in the glary sun that
kept on shining for weeks
and weeks and weeks and
suddenly we find it is August
and I’m moving back
to Pittsburgh and you’re
moving to the Middle East and
I wonder why God
only lets me close to you
in the summertime;
we have another glass of
wine, another strawberry,
three more fresh-baked sugar
cookies. We are lazy and
lean and we take long walks and
feel the sun beat the sidewalk through
our Birkenstocks and we decide
the air is too-hot-too-thick
to walk any faster.
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Faster and faster, pastures and
farms and sunflower fields and
Pennsylvania mountains pass; we find
that the summer slipped away
from us, yet there is so much yet
to do, to see,
to remember,
we drive and drive and as the
fields turn to mountains, I wonder:
Was I careless with my blessings?
Is each soul still heavy
if the God is no longer a king?
How will we feel when we find
ourselves again back where we met,
we lived, flipped pancakes,
sang grace-songs?
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Songs, sung long
after I decide
it is a ruse;
we sit around the
fire, next to past staff
members, fellow soul-blessers
fellow gravity-deniers:
please let all the little children
come to Him, we sing to
Him, we raise hands, push up
against that big force in the sky
and close our eyes and I guess
I’m supposed to see
the face of God when I do this,
but all I see is you and you and
all those past loves that graced
this place, like the tears on my
pillow case and my white-clenched
knuckles on the steering wheel;
there is deep pain
in this place, deep joy
too, the two always
seem to walk together,
dance and dance and
dance in the spruce-fresh darkness,
star-lit night.
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Night settles,
the pond water moves under the hand
of something we cannot see;
softer-songs, fumes
from freshly-lit lanterns;
frightened by our own
rawness, we drive to my
family’s cabin in the woods just
close enough, just far
enough away; the plumbing
is broken but we smoke
weed and talk about
the girls we’ve kissed, I’ve
kissed, and eat wasabi peas
and wonder how long
this all will last.
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Will it all last,
will it last at all,
I don’t remember sleeping
and I don’t remember driving
home, too fast, past
the manor hotel, the discount
hiking store, the place I got
into that really bad accident, with that
really drunk driver in the rain, all
those years ago, but I must
have been driving and we must
have made it back and I must
have breathed in your
scent, your skin, soft, smooth,
your cheeks magnolia blooms,
your lips a rotting fruit,
so lovely, so not-quite-gone,
so fleeting, so majestic,
all pancakes and grace-songs,
and almost
home.
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Breakfast at
tiffany--s-:
The Fluctuating Identy of Holly Golightly

kendall varin
The University of Idaho

Irresistible, enviable, and a bit naïve.

Holly has relationships with several

Holly Golightly is an ageless character that

men throughout the film, some platonic but

portrays the spontaneity and carelessness

most romantic. The most focused relationship

of early adulthood, which American culture

in the film is with her new neighbor, Paul

loves and abhors. Originally a 1958 novella,

Varjack. Her friendship with author Paul

Breakfast at Tiffany’s was adapted to film in

begins with Holly in the dominant position

1961. Playing the titular character, Audrey

and Paul seemingly vulnerable. The first time

Hepburn’s previous roles and personality

they meet, Paul sees Hollys apartment and is

were different from the character of Holly

completely disoriented by how bare it is even

Golightly, an extroverted and eccentric young

though she’s lived in New York for almost

woman who tries to survive in New York

a year. Later that night, Holly creeps up the

City. Confident and optimistic on the outside,

fire escape to Paul’s apartment and slips into

Holly struggles to define her identity and

his room through the window, asking if she

constantly tries to rebel against people who

can stay. Despite being originally portrayed

attempt to understand her ambitious spirit.

as vulnerable early on in the film, Holly

Holly is dedicated to whatever she chooses

immediately takes control of the space.

to do, from fabulous parties to forgetting her

Paul lies in the bed as Holly walks beside it,

previous life as a hillbilly child bride by taking

looking down on him in a vulnerable position

the form of mature femininity. Her inherent

as he is naked under the covers. She pours

purpose is unclear other than her love of

herself a glass of liquor and finds a cigarette

novel experiences. The setting of Holly’s

to smoke. Holly dominates the bedroom—a

life in New York City depicts the passage

space usually dominated by men—through

of girlhood to womanhood, transitioning

her confidence and curiosity. She takes

from the scarcely decorated apartment to

on male characteristics such as drinking

the final scene of the film in an alleyway.

liquor, smoking a cigarette, and asking if

Breakfast at Tiffany’s documents the dream

she can stay in his bed. Though traditionally

sixties girl, in body and spirit. She wants

associated with males, Holly’s actions

desperately not to be defined by anyone

allow her to stay comfortably feminine.

yet becomes defined and owned by a man.
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Unlike

Paul’s

heavily

decorated

apartment, Holly’s is consciously sparse.

woman on her own, flouting all sorts of old-

The mise-en-scène of Holly’s apartment is a

biddy conventions of how single women

perfect reflection of her character, which is

should conduct themselves, having a ball. But

delineated through the disarray of the few

it was the fact that Audrey Hepburn played

possessions she has. It could be reflective

this character that made so many of us

of the wild life she leads, from the parties

fantasize about becoming Hollys ourselves

to the sexual encounters with wealthy men.i

when we grew up."ii Hepburn was still

Or, it could be an introspective reflection of

decidedly young, girlish, and sexy because

her internal disorganization and fragility. The

she was educated, classy, and elegant. First

unconventional objects she uses for furniture

Lady Jackie Kennedy had a similar air about

also emulate the non-traditional space of a

her. Playing Holly put an extroverted spin

single woman living in an apartment alone.

on this new type of woman that Hepburn

The bathtub is altered to fit a new purpose

was leading. Holly Golightly “showed that

in a living room. Sliced in half and cushioned

glamour was available to anyone, no matter

with pillows, it functions as a sofa in a

their age, sex life, or social standing.”iii

spacious room. The lack of furniture also
reflects Holly’s internal conflict of trying
to create a new identity in a new space like
New York. However, despite living there
for a year, the room is still empty, and
Holly is still trying to establish her identity.

Construction of appearance is crucial
to Holly’s survival. The film allows viewers to
see her getting ready by putting on makeup,
styling her hair, dressing, and learning a new
language in preparation of her move to Brazil.
Holly has very little personal space in the film,

Holly’s confidence in herself prevails

encouraging characters and viewers to see her

throughout the film, both in the way she

and experience her. However, the audience

dresses and acts. Contrary to the two

never gains a full understanding of Holly’s

female stereotypes of the last decade of

daily drive other than her search for wealthy

either being a “lady” like Marilyn Monroe

men to marry and to seek new experiences.

or a “housewife” like June Cleaver, Holly

Her friend Paul also reflects this, who has a

Golightly entered a genre more modern and

similar experience as the audience. He sees

unfamiliar than the 1960s. “Here was a young

her change clothes in the cab, watches her put
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on makeup, and participates in her outward
appearance by giving her a Cracker-Jack ring,
all invoking a husband and wife relationship.

rich, because she would otherwise marry him.
Holly’s cat is a wonderful reflection of
her strive for independence. Holly says she

Holly and Paul’s relationship starts as

has no right to name the cat simply because

platonic with Holly acting as the dominant

“they don’t belong to each other.” The cat is

character. However, the more Paul experiences

what Holly strives to be: owned and defined

Holly’s life and her routines, the more he

by no one. But the cat is not as independent

encourages her to end her escapades. After

as Holly imagines it to be. On Holly’s way to

a day of walking around New York City in

catch a flight to Brazil, Paul argues that the

masks they shoplifted from a children’s store,

cat needs her. In one instance of complete

the two grow romantic. When they finally lift

frustration with Paul, Holly contradicts him

off their two animal masks, they make eye

and throws the cat out of the cab and onto

contact and kiss. The removal of the masks

the street in the rain. She confidently believes

depicts the removal of the wildness and

the cat can look after itself. However, the

spontaneity that began their friendship and

cat must be thrown out of the cab as it is

that masked Holly from Paul. He attempts

unwilling to go. After realizing that the cat

to tame her similar to her first husband, Doc

cannot survive on its own, Holly jumps

Golightly. Both loved her for her wildness

out of the cab and goes searching for it in

and confidence, but Doc Golightly tried to

the rain. She leaves the cab to find the cat

tame her from his experience with animals

but finds Paul instead. The cat’s presence

through marriage and step-motherhood, so

suggests Holly is not as independent as she

Holly left. Holly is constantly trying to stay

would like to imagine herself to be, such

away from being defined and tamed by other

as being dependent upon the relationships

people. She renames herself, evolving from

of other people, mostly men. Holly goes

her Texan roots of Lulamae to sophisticated

looking for the wild and independent version

New Yorker Holly. Interestingly, she defines

of herself and on her way she finds Paul.

men through their levels of wealth and their
admiration for her. She tells Paul when she
first meets him that it is unfortunate he is not
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However, Holly repeatedly rejects
men throughout the film. She leaves Doc
Golightly when he tries to tame her wildness

and travels to New York after her agent O.J.

especially in front of Tiffany’s. Yet the last

in California tries to mold her into an actress.

scene takes place in a dirtier and cheaper part

Holly seeks to be valued but unoppressed,

of town, searching for her rashly discarded,

like the jewelry at Tiffany’s that is on display

nameless cat among trash. “‘PRICES

for its value but owned by no one. She

ARE DOWN,’ ‘BARGAIN CENTER,’

understands her commodity in attractive

‘DOLLAR SAVINGS,’ and ‘RESTAURANT

appearance, discussing the importance of

FOR RENT.’ Holly has been purchased via a

what earrings a man gives her shows how

male-centered filmic discourse of Hollywood

much he values her. “By acquiring Tiffany’s

romance, crystallized by a rain-soaked kiss

jewelry, an individual moves one step closer

under a ‘PAWN BROKERS’ sign.”iv Holly no

to becoming valuable – to being placed in a

longer gazes through the window of Tiffany’s

glass case, proudly on display for society.”iv

with the men in suits and the chandeliers,

Tiffany’s is Holly’s domestic space. It is

instead accepting her place among the

where she goes when she has the “mean

privileged trash.iv The film attempts to

reds,” a feeling of fear of the unknown.

convince the viewer that this is what Holly

Through the reflective windows, she views

has wanted and desired since the beginning,

her desired identity and appearance of

but settling for Paul seems unlikely for her.

wealth and belonging. She shops for her new
self, desiring true class and financial freedom.

Holly keeps escaping those who try to
define her, who put her in a box she does

Since the release of the film, the final

not know whether she belongs in. She keeps

scene of Breakfast at Tiffany’s has elicited

running from those who purport to “know”

mixed reactions from viewers over the

her because she, herself, does not even know

last half-century. While many view Holly’s

who she is or how to define herself. “I’m

acceptance of Paul’s love as romantic and a

not Holly. I’m not Lulamae, either. I don’t

concise ending to the film, others view it as

know who I am.”V Her determination to

another female character who gives in to male

find out who she “truly is” keeps catching

patriarchy and the commodity of femininity.

up with her even when she escapes her last

Throughout the film, Holly feels most at

identity. Holly’s desire to move to South

home on the wealthy streets of Manhattan,

America with José is the next phase of
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her identity, accompanied with another
name change, yet she is not confident in
her own ability to become herself there.
The profoundly tragic nature of Holly’s
character leaves the tone of the film oddly
unsatisfying at the end. After portraying
Holly as free-spirited, wild, spontaneous,
and determined to make a successful life for
herself, she gives in to the common social
construct of romance and relationships. She
is constantly surrounded by male characters
but repeatedly states how she refuses to
“belong” to anyone. Once her option
to marry José disappears, Holly realizes
that her final option for lasting emotional
security is with Paul, discarding financial
wellbeing altogether. The final actualization
of Holly’s identity is a realistic depiction of
expectations of women in society and their
set pathways for success and “happiness.”
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My inspiration for this piece came from nature. I challenged
myself to find an abstract way to incorporate a piece of
nature in my photograph. This is a self-portrait, which can
prove to be difficult; however, after some trial and error, I
thought this shot worked the best. In post edit, I added grain
to give the piece an old-time feel, as well as more texture.
I want my piece to spark an interest in the way we, as in
humans, view nature. I propose that we feel very separated
from it in modern times; although, it is all around us. I hope
my art encourages people to view ordinary objects, such as
a vase of flowers, as daily hopes for creative inspirations.
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Photography
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The University of Pittsburgh
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The Hierarchy of Birds was created for my personal project exploring
the symbiosis and patterns of nature. The merging of different living
creatures in space–in this case birds–and the use of an object to help
transition them together, like the ribbons, were brought on through
the inspiration I got from artist Marco Mazzoni. This piece reflects
the relationship between birds at different levels of the food chain.
The smaller birds are omnivores or insectivores, while the hawk is a
carnivore. The hawk may very well eat the smaller birds if given the
chance though they can’t do much to change the fate of this relationship.
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Grenade

127

Fungi are connected with death and decay, yet they are vital to healthy
ecosystems. They are a main component of the nutrient cycle, helping
to replenish nutrients within the habitat, a very important factor in plant
growth. From plants, these nutrients go to the herbivores, which then
are also eaten by their respective predators. The nutrients are passed up
the food chain until they reach the top predator, which in this case was
the lynx. From there, the cycle can repeat, when the lynx dies, fungus
will decompose its body back into the system. This idea is also echoed
within my piece because the fungus mocks the natural forms of the lynx,
bringing into question whether or not the lynx is really alive or dead.
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Decomposition

129

My initial prompt for Grenade was entitled “The Inside of a Machine.”
I had a difficult time figuring out what to draw because my art focuses
heavily on natural objects, whereas this prompt immediately brings
to mind harsh, man-made machinery. I toyed with the idea and
decided that my piece did not need to reflect the inner-mechanics
of the grenade itself, but instead could illustrate a more abstract
viewpoint. Human destruction is often written as a statistic; one
might report how in one instance 1,000 people died, or that 50
miles of land were destroyed, yet this obstructs us from seeing and
valuing each life that was affected, as my work seeks to demonstrate.
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Grenade
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Envy was created out of the prompt “seven deadly sins,” but also
transcends the prompt and reflects my own personal experience
with the envy. The piece illustrates a subtle battle between your own
internal thoughts that build false hate at others versus being able to
find peace with what you don’t have. Within the silhouette of the
person, there are snarling wolves; the wolves never break free from
the human silhouette–they are kept isolated within the body. On
either side of the human are two red wolves with docile faces. These
red figures symbolize how you can turn your friends into enemies
when you are envious–the anger you feel towards them isn’t just,
even though internally you are filled with sweeping resentment.
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Ignacio lopez
The University of Pittsburgh
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As a student and an artist, I have been developing my drawing
skills in order to develop hyper realistic artwork using
graphite. My pencil drawings on paper are reproductions of
black and white photographs which have been appropriated
and others taken by me. By drawing photo-realistic works, I
echo the idea of mimesis, the act of imitating mentally and
physically, which I consider the motivation for my drawings.
By trying to reproduce, or mimic, an existing image
through artwork, I create a dialogue about what is genuine.

Buddha Sitting
70” x 40”
Graphite
136
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Hayley Treml
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The micaceous iron oxide was used to create a finer, surface texture that
carries weight, juxtaposing the checker formation with the rest of the
painting and creating a more subtle depth. In creating this work I wanted
to seek out the creation of depth through both color and material usage
that is not readily apparent to the viewer, forcing them to look deeper
than the overt, orange triangles that initially capture the audience.
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Acrylic on canvas, micaceous iron
oxide, and ground pumice.

141

In using subtle structures and textures, I wanted the initial subject
to be a starting point for the viewer to explore the rest of the
work. In essence, I want to convey a translucency that allowed
the colors to commingle across depths behind the subject.
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Acrylic on canvas

143

The process behind this painting was all about breaking down
psychological and energetic barriers; ones that interfere and impose upon
the creative flow onto the canvas. I learned that it is OK, even necessary to
feel unsure or tenseness in the process. Sometimes one must rely on just
intuitive physical movements to achieve certain cohesion within a work.
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Acrylic on canvas
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In restraining my immediate urge to use loads of different color
and hue I created something that has a more subtle impact.
Declining tendencies and habits makes room for new and more
unified perspectives and creative cycles. Often we get stuck in
a psychological or spiritual loop, which then disturbs natural
balance. We must break the loop, break the habit, in order to grow.
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Acrylic on canvas
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Want to be Published?
- Call for Submissions Forbes & Fifth, the undergraduate magazine of the Dietrich
School of Arts and Sciences, is seeking submissions for its
10th issue, Spring 2017. Submissions will be accepted from all
schools and disciplines, and from any accredited undergraduate
university in the world.
Both scholarly and creative work will be considered. Recent
topics have included adventure games, architecture, political diagnoses,
contemporary cinema, creative writing pieces, and art submissions such
as photography and screen prints.
Forbes & Fifth is open to all schools worldwide.
We publish twice yearly (in April and December).
Work may orginate from a prompt, but it must be unique and original.

Questions? Want to submit?
FORBES5@PITT.EDU

Forbes & Fifth is sponsored by the
Office of Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Activity.
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